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FOREWORD

Plefnning for Adult Career Counseling brings together authoritative viewpoints on how to offer
counseling services to adults. This application paper provides strategies, procedures, and tech-
niques for helping adults make difficult career chdices. A planning matrix is provided to help
counselors and others who offer services to adults plan the most efficient and effective approach

to counseling speCific client groups.

This paper is one of seven produced by the Information Systems Division of the NationalCen-
ter. This series of information analyais papersahould be of interest to all vocational and adult edu=
cators, including Federal and State agency personnel, teacher educators, researchers, administra-

tors, teachers, andaupport staff.

The profession is indebted to Dr. Robert D. Bhaerman for this comprehen'aive review of
approaches to adulicareer counseling. Dr. Bhaerman is a Research and Development Specialist at
the National Center for Research in Vocational Education. Previously he had served as Special
Assistant to the Deputy Director, United 'States Office of Career Education in the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare.

Dr. Zandy Leibdwitz, Professor, University of Maryland; Dr. Mary L. Ganikos, Institute of Alco-
hol Abuse and Alcoholism, Rockville, Maryland; Dr. Judith Samuelson, Research Specialist, and
Judy Sechler, Program Associate, of the National Center for Research in Vocational Education
contributed to the development of the paper through their reviews of the manuscript. Staff on the
project included Dr. William Hull, Senior Research Specialist; Dr. Oscar Potter, Graduate Research
Associate; James Belcher, Program Associate; and John Tennant, Graduate Research Associate.
Janet Ray served as word processor operator for this manuscript. Editorial assistance was pro-
vided by Janet Kiplinger and Judy Balogh of Editorial Services at the National Center.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education

es
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EXECUTIVE. SUMMARY

c

The National Center's Information Papers for Vocational Education project, of which this'

paper is a part, are based on the assumption that practitioners and policymakers need information
about the populations whom they serve in orOer to help them determine actions to take on Various

priorities. One of the priorities designated for review is "providing adult counseling," a topic that is
particularly timely due to the rapidly changing nature of the labor market and the resultant

increase in the rate of career change among workers. Many adults are choosing, or being forced to
choose, new career directions. The intent of this paper is to provide information and insights for
adUlt career counselors to use in planning and improving adult career development services.

The heart of the paperthe literature review of information and suggestions for planningis
,r presented in the dorm of a dialogue. Since the focus is on practical application rather than policy

analysis, the conversational approach seemed appropriate. This paper also is action-oriented:

readers arot asked to formulate questions to address to the various writers from whom the informa-.
tion and insights were drawn and to apply it to their action planning.

The dialogue itself centers on the following general topics: theoretical concerns; adult needs.

problems, and characteristics; service providersand some specific issues; broad
generalizationsand some specific advice: additional program considerations; specific adult
groups: and a brief look at the future. Within these categories, a number of more specific topics

are considered.

The summary of the findings is presented in the form of numerous questions that might assist

the user in the planning process. A very small sample of them is listed below:

Theoretical concerns. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the various theories in

relation to your program needs?

Needs, problems, characteristics. What are the most significant needs of the adults with

whom you deal?

Service providersand some specific issues. Is it more feasible for you to create new

programs or augment existing ones?
O

Broad generalizations. is your mandate primarily guidance? Counseling? Both? Do you

follow an eclectic approach?

Some specific advice. Which counseling formatsindividual counseling, group counsel-
ing, or the likedo you use most often?

Educational brokering. What brokering rolesinformation-giving, assessment, referral,
and the likedo you use?

vii
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Employer programs. Are career development programs tied into existing activities?

Computers. What computer-assisted services do ypu offer? With which client groups are
they more appropriate?

Telephones and TV. Which services are available? With which client groups are they most

appropriate?

Testing. Do you explain to your clients the limitations of,tests and test scores? What pre-

cautions do you take?

. Learning styles. How are the conceptstf learning styles relevant to your services?

Additional programs and issues. How klo you meet (he information/ weds of clients?

Financial and related concerns. Do you operate on a multiple-funding basis? Are there
other appropriate resources to explore?

Dislocatid workers. What types of social or supportive assistance are offered?

Displaced homemakers and reentry workers. Is up-to-date information provided on local
labor markets and nontraditional work options?

, Preretired, retired, and older workers. Whpt dognitiverinformation and help in planning for
the transition do you consider?

Additional groups. Hbw do you assist minority elderly persons in overcoming problems of
discrimination, communication, and language barriers?

A brief glance into the future. What are your future plans and projections? How have you

determined your priorities?

In' terms of adult clients, the author concludes that adult groups are obviously as heterogene-
ous as so many observers irylicate they are. It is especially important, therefore, that counselors
respond to individual needs of clients, as well as common group needs.

Several other program-related conclusions are offered:

Carefully consider goals and needs before making program changes.

Provide in-depth program information so that clients know and understand their options.
Cre

Consider various supportive services and establish them as needed.

Apply caution when it comes to formal testing programs and interpreting test scores.

Make certain that services and facilities are accessible.

Establish an atmosphere in which it is acceptable for adults to seek the services they

need.

Do not neglect to evaluate all aspects Of programs.

viii II
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Other concluding on related issuesare as follows: ,

General agreement exists that no single theory or conceptual base has been derived that
will driVe all drogiams to a ccmirnon destination. However, if one important conclusion
stands out, it is this: the most practidal application islet clear understanding of the

theories. e

Consensus appears to exist on the part of propram planners that adult career guidance
and counseling be considered as part of adult carder-dev,elopment.

Financial concerns are of critical importance. Although it takes resources to run a quality
operation, human resources and commitment also are crucial.

Although sharing resources apparently is not as common as "turidom," consider,the
,potentials of linkage and networking.

'Less agreement is evident concerning staffing; consensus does not exist regarding the

extent to which paraprofessionals should be used.

The future may very well he viewed through the screen of a con9rputer rather than the tra-

ditional crystal ball. Many expertsanticipate an increased use of computers, an increased
number of counselor roles, and multifaceted approaches toguidance and counseling.

The following planning activities;are recommended:

Probe the literature. Nermine which of the references you need to explore further.

A.

Enter into the dialogue. Communicate WV both theoreticians and practitioners who have

dealt with your planning concerns.-

Weigh the advantages and disadvantages of planning through networking. linkagesand
shared resources.

Utilize a planning model: Consider the following phases that might be applicable: clarify
goals, identify obstacles, plan alternative ways to overcome obetadles, rank the alterna-.

Lives. try out the best method and analyze your feedback in relation to your standards,

and evaluate your progress.

Plot out your ideal program. It also is recommended that you plot out your ideal program
in the manner suggested by one writer and adapted as follows: identify your program
emphases, target populations, theoretical models, and program design (objectives, staff-

ing, strategies,nand evaluation).
0

,Complete the planning matrix. To assist in the application process, a planning matrix is

provided By completing i2, you phould have a greater understanding of how the informa-
tion can be integrated into the planning process. The matrix consists of 16 client groups

and 55 strategies and interventions.

t.P
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PURPOSE AND RELATED BACKGROUND INFORMATION
0, a

What is the backgroupd context of this publication? The National Center fdr Research in

Vocational Education's Information Papers for Vocational Education project, of which this puNica-

tion is a parcis based on the assumption that both practitibners and policymakers at all levels face

a critical need for informathin about the populations whom they serve. Such information would

help them determike action on various priorities. One of the priority area's designated for review

this year in the National Center projeot is "Providing adult guidancb ": the selectedfocus for this

particulir paper is "application." The topic is timely in trio the rapidly changing nature of the labor

maricpt is increasing the rate of career change among members of the work force. Many adults

who chose a vocation, thinking that it was a litPtime career, are being forced to search for new

career directions..

What is an "application paper and what are the purposes of this one? According to Budke

. (1983), an "applicatigns product" ideally would give,Mstructions regarding approat'hes and con-

straints and would improve programs and would give personnel the capacity for specific roles.

This publication is in keeping with Budke's conception. It%purpose is tohorovidesadult career ,

colmselors with information and insights on program improvements and the delivery of setviCes.

This paper may not meet every need of every counselor Who reads it, particularly since there is

such an extensive array of issues and concerns. Thentent is for the readers to engage in their

own self-directed learningwith this publication serving as a stimulus.

Why is it important to have this information and these insights? As Pedro (1983) points out

career changea relatively new issue Over thp last decadeis becoming a pervasive issue. She

notes that studies on potential career change reveal that

77 percent of business executives in their 30s and 63 percent in their 50s intend to hives-

iigate second careers,

of faculty members with Ph.D.'s, 13.5 percent indicate they would not choose the same..

career, and

nearly 33 percent of blue-collar workers report they were thinking seriously abdut chang-

ing careers..

In addition, a widely_ cited report by Arbeiter and his colleagdes (1978a) contends that 36 percent

of those between 16 and 65more than 40 million peopleare either undergoing or anticipating

career change. These-data, reported several years ago, may now be conservative.

Although the economic downturn has been a visible contributor to Hie new inter-lit in adult

career counseling, a variety of factors have,sknultaneously stimulated'a growing concern about.

adults. With the mean age of the population now approximately 30 years and with the rapidly grow-

ing number and proportion of olderpeople, one can no longer ignore either young, middle-aged.

or older adults. The increase of women in the work forceparticularly those entering work for the

1
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first time or'returning followingctamily rearinghas made their career needs more apparent'; the
high divorce rate-haecaused many womenJo enter the work foree in their middle years or to seek
higher payingiobs. In addition, the near abolishment of mandatory retirement has allowed older
persons tr wdciin increased numGer of years, perhaps ehangingto new careers: Laitly, unem-*
ploymeni and-inflation have increased the need for More families topave two workers. '

Clearly, a major expansion of adult counseling has occurred within the past lOyeari. As Herr
and Cramer (1979) point out, 'Until fairly recently, anyone interested in career guidance might well

. have wondered if there is a career life after adolescence" (p. 233). They also assert that whereas

interest in career guidance is growing, tie field is lacking empirically veWied techniques, validated
materials, and pertindnt theory#Nevertheless. a database has grown rapidly. Althouglirnuch'of it
may not be "empirically verifififi," numerous descriptjve reports esearch studies, anijournal arti-
cles contain information and insights from which counselors can learn and upon which They can

build. .

Herr and.Cramer proyide many useful directives. Their chapter on adult guidance presents, an

excellent overview of this important area. Arrattempt must now be made to extend Their probings
further by providing counselors with additional suggestions reported in the-literature.

What types of information bo counselors need? Experience suggests thatcounselors of adults
profit most from concrete ideas and detailed particulars. Practitioners,seek answers to these every-
day questions:. What has worked far otheft? Why has it worked? Why has it not worked? Under
what conditions has it worked? Could it possibly work for me'rLearning from the experiences of
others and building upon-the lessons of the past should enable counselors to improve the,quality4
of thiir services -- regardless of the settings in which they work.

. .,
For whom is this publication intended? The'publicatioii is*dressed to a wide array of-practi-

tioners: adult and vocational counselors, program administratdrs and supervisorspartibularly at
the postsecondary leveland personnel in various community agencies responsible for imple-
menting or starting adult counseling programs. The primary target groups,includirthe following:
employment and training agencies, community-based organizations, social welfare and human
service agencies, community mental health centers, senior centers, area agencies on aging and
other agencies involved with older persons, rehabilitation centers, correctional institutions,
employee associations and labor unions, businesses and industries, as well as a wide variety of
voluntary associations. Communal college, 4-year college, and university Counselor/educators
and counseling center staff, along with vocational and adult guidance 'personnel in State and Fed-
eral departments of education also are important audiences. .

IjoWwas the literature base fot this publication developed? In addition to conducting two
searches of the EducationatResources Information Center (ERIC)' database, inforMation was
received directly from two ERIC Clearinghouses: Adult, Career, and Vocational Education at the
National Center and Counseling and Personnel Services at the University of Michigan. Both pri-
mary sources (firsthand program reports) and secondary sources (reports-about programs) from
three Ohio State University libraries were analyzed. Numerouscolleagues at the National Center

. and throughout the country also submitted materials and references.
b

What does this publicatiob Include and what does it not inalude? Although a large number of
documents were collected, because of page constraints, the primary focus of this publication is on
information that appears to be most critical fdr the planning needs of adult career counselors.
Toerefore, readers are directed to the Related Resources and References for information on areas
no explored in depth hereadult career development theories, descriptions of adult needs and

2
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characteristics, and specific counseling proceduresas well as information on the topics that are
covered in, this paper.

Why is the "review of literature in the form of &dialogue? Because this publication is not a
theoretical policy analysis or synthesisbut rather an "application paper dialogue seemed to
provide an appropriate, informal approach to mike the publication more interesting. The review. of

literature, therefore; is presented in,dialogue form. The citations from the literature are accurate:
however,.an attempt has been made to eliminate all but the essential ideas. The direct quotations
are noted as such. gverything else is the paraphrased words of the Writers of the articles or books.

4"

Such a publication should 'be action oriented rather than a resource. The reader is asked,
therefore, to Continue to probe further than theselew pages allow. The counselors in the hypothet-
ical dialogue have "communicated" with a number of experts in the field. You should do the same
by determining which references you need to explore in their entirety, formulating questions you
would address to the various writers in order to gain further information and insights, and taking
notes on the ways you would apply this information in your own plan of action.

$1
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THE DIALOGUE:
° INFORMATION AND INSIGHTS FOR PLANNING

This writer, posing here as the djalogue facilitator, has called together four hypothetical coun-
selors (Ann, Beth, Curt, and Dan) tai jojn.in a discussion on numerous topics related to [Arming
for adult career guidance and counseling. Since the complete "manuscript" of the dialogue would

be very lengthy, only the most relevant highlights, key concepts, and points that have practical
application are reported, some in the form of checklists.

Theoretical Concern.;

Bhaerman: Before we turn to some specific strategies and interventions, let us first explore

some broad theoretical concepts and basic concerns.

Ann: As a recent graduatepa number of the theories are still fresh in my mind. Thomas and
Kuh (1982)describe some of theseind note that each makes a unique contribution to under-

standing adult development. ey provide a developmental framework, which applies particularly

to early adult years and provides backdrop that we can use to understand client behaviors. But

they also advise against using it to redict behavior; any framework is simply a tool to be used with

discretion in deriving meaning from complex processes.,

Beth: I also remember a number of theories I studied. For example, Giroux (1983) describes

several:

Traits and factors are based on the premise that individuals have unique traits that 'an be
measured objectively and that are related to the requirements of various jobs.

Ginzberg developmental theory probes the stages in the occupational choice process.

Roe's peeds theory deals with career choices and fulfilling personal needs.

Super's developmental theory posits various stages such as growth, exploration, estab-

lishment, maintenance, and decline.

Holland's personality theory describes career choice as an extension of one's personality

to work setting and one's identification with occupational stereotypes.

Tiedernan's cognitive developmental theory also notes stages: anticipation,--exploration,
crystallization, choice, clarificationand implr lientationinduction, reformation,
integration.

Gelatt's decision-making theory is based on the view that one has options from which to

choose.

5
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Psychoanalytical theories often stress occupational choice and subsequent employment

as a means of satisfying impulses and providing outlets for sublimated wishes.

Social factors theories imply that one's social group and environment exert a significant

influence.

As counselors, we should review these theories .*:nd determine those most relevant to our par-

ticular client group or groups.

Curt: Peavy (1981) also discusses several major theories and implications for counselors, as

well as research findings:

Havighurst constructs a stage theory of development, including a set of tasks that must be

completed at each stage for the individual to experience life satisfaction; the counselor's

job is to assist clients in coping those tasks eppropriate to their time of life,

Eriksor proposes an eight-stage life cycle, each characterized by a critical issue that is

either resolved or not resolved. Counselors search for ways to help clients deal with the

particular issues they face. If a client were undergoing a crisis in starting and maintaining

a productive career, the counselor would explore whether previous tasks had been

accomplished.

Kohlberg focuses on moral development and stages of moral judgment. Counselors con-

centrate on the value, motives, and meanings that clients attribute to their own and others'

behavior; clients confront moral dilemmas and inconsistencies in their own beliefs and

behaviors-.

Loevinger's theory of development. organized around levels relating to the concept of

"ego control,'''includes such areas as interpersonal'relations and moral judgments. A

client oriented to conforming might be confused by too many options, whereas a more

autonomous person may demand various options. Recognizing how a client thinks and

acts in a situation is very useful.

Levinson emphasizes concept of choice. This suggests that the counselor should be con-

cerned with finding the meaning that a choice has at different times in a person's life.

Greater thought should be given to the meaning of work in the middle adult years and

". how this meaning may differ from the meaning of work in early adulthood.

Neugarten argues that it is the unexpected life events, rather than predictable ones, that

move an individual into crisis behaviors. Her research has important implications: clients

should be helped to identify their sources of support in the face of predictable difficulties;

clients will demonstrate more drastic reactions to unexpected change events and, hence,

may need even stronger emotional support than in the face of predictdble events. Counsel-

ors would emphasize individual differences in aging and adaptation to age.

Dan: I will add to the list what I remember from Tolbert (1980). He sums up the relevance for

counseling older persons from several of the theories previously mentioned.

Super's concept of roles, titers, decision making, and developmental tasks provides a

basis for structuring career development assistance for older persons.

6



Tiedeman's concepts of decision making, discontinuities, and psychosocial crises apply

to the life span and should be useful in structuring career development assistance for

older persons.

Holland's personality types and environments are useful in estimating congruence

between persons and work setting.

Sociological theories emphasize the importance of exploring the effects of family status.

socioeconomic setting, and awareness of the realities of the work world.

Revisions of Ginzberg's theory are particularly relevant for older persons; his modifica-

tions suggest strategies and communicate positive attitudes about the.potential for con-

tinued development.

Social learning theory applies to persons of any age; the self-attitudes and task approach

skills in particular are critical areas for exploration.

Sevelopmental theorists give insights into tasks to be accomplished and factors to be

Onsidered; they show that the middle and later years are dynamic, evolving stages in the

developmental process.

Tolbert adds that these insights "are tempered by lack of research ..ata and theory develop-

ment on older persons; very little actually has been done that focuses specifically on this group"

(p. 26).

Ann: Schlossberg (1981) also provides a comprehensive analysis of theoretical concerns as

well as a model for analyzing human adaptation to transition. It is important for us to explore the

concept of transition, which Schlossberg defines as follows: "A transition can be said to occur if an

event or non-event results in a change in assumptions about oneself and the world and thus'

requires a corresponding change -in one's behavior and relationship" (p. 5). However, it is not

necessarily the transition itself that is of primary importance, "but rather how that transition fits

with an individual's stage, situation, and style at the.time of the transition" (ibid.)Fler model postu-

lates thtee sets of factors that influence adaptation to transition:

.Characteristics of the particular transition itself

Pre- and posttransition environments, that is, the variable support systems

Individuals experiencing the transition, that is, personal coping abilities

Schlossberg (1984a) recently has taken an expanded look at theoretical perspectives: age and

stage concepts, life events and transitions, and individual timing and variability. Also, in an earlier

work, Schlossberg (1979) discusses several implications of the theories. She maintains that knowl-

edge about adaptation to transitions will help clients assess what they are going through, how long

it will last, and what coping mechanisms to use. Using the transition model car . give assurance that

career difficulties areif not universalat least widespread, that problems are susceptibIJ to anal-

ysis, and that virtually all transitions have similar patterns. Individuals will find it comforting to

know that they are not alone.

Beth: Leibowitz and Schlossberg (1979) look at career development from a number of broad

perspectives. In dealing with client problems, some of the following concepts may be more rele-

vant than others:

7
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CongruencePersonalities and occupations can be classified according to the same

typology. When person and occupation are copruent, the result is likely to be job satis-

faction and stability.

Dreams Typically, people of both sexes have dreams as they enter adulthood: visions of

what they want the future to be like. With the passing of time, however, people find that

those dreams have not (been realized].

Professional career stagesPeople who have professional careers typically pass through

several stagesapprentice, colleague, mentor, sponsoreach of which has its character-

istic activities, relationships, and psychological issues.

Managerial typesPeople in managerial positions can be classified as predominantly one

of four types: the craftsman, the jungle fighter, the company man, and the gamesman.

Roles and theatresPeopie play a variety of different roles in their lifetimes, either in

sequence or simultaneously; these roles are played in a number of theatres.

Sex differencesBoys and girls are socialized differently in our society, with the result

that they grow up to have different expectations and attitudes about work. Moreover, the

structure of the modern organization decrees different kinds of jobs and different work

behavior for men and women. (pp. 39-41)

Curt: Wa lz (1978) also notes that since transitions generate discontinuity in an individual's life

span, they can be very trying. Wa lz and Benjamin (1980) also caution that adult counseling has no

single conceptual base; it draws from psychotherapy, developmental psychology, and counseling.:

Elsewhere, these two authors (1981) conclude that the "lack of understanding of adult develop -.

ment and theories of intervention leads to faddish responses that ebb and flow like the tides, with-

out seeming purpose of outcome. The theoretical framework provides a base for making informed

choices and decisions. It enables [counselors) to say with conviction 'However popular this or that

.program may be, we really don't need or want it"' (p. 26).

Bhaerman: To sum up, each theory suggests different programs and practices; services differ

depending on the orientation of the developer. Although it is important to study theories, a link

must be made between theories and practice'. There is value in basing practice on theory; other-

wise, practitioners never know why a practice works or how to modify or replicate it.

Needs, Problems, and Characteristics

Dan: It is also important to have a sound understanding of adult needs. Heddesheimer (1980)

records these general needs of midcareer changers: accessibility to services, training opportuni-

ties, information about career and training opportunities, counseling, and placement assistance.

Benjamin and Wa lz (1982) cite somewhat more specific needs of this group: clarifying motivations,

bolstering self-confidence, assessing oneself, enhancing decision-making skills, enhancing

employability skills, and envisioning effects of career shifts. Pedro (1983) ties together client needs

and guidance processes: informationproviding lists of jobs or career requirements, guidance

answering questions or referring clients, trainingteaching resume writing or decision-making

skills, and counselingone-to-,one or small groups
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Ann: Much has been written about the needs of specific groups. Balfe (1983) outlines the
needs of dislocated workers: they must be convinced that their jobs are over and that they must

look for new jobs, job search assistance, retraining or assistance in relocating, income assistance,
psychological support, and information about community resources. The ERIC Clearinghouse on
Counseling and Personnel Services (1982) denotes the needs of displaced homemakers: confi-
dence in their own abilities, specific job training, financial assistance in some cases, emotional

support, and occupational information.

Beth: Disadvantaged persons often have a complex, interrelated set of needs (Giroux 1983).

Some lack skills needed to identify problems, organize information, describe courses of action,

and foresee consequences; some act on emotions rather than on a rational course of action; some

do not benefit from their experience'or evaluate the results of their actions; some lack effective

ways of seeking help from each other or from agencies; some have ineffective interpersonal rela-

tionships and communication skills; some lackthe confidence to develop their abilities; and some
have surprisingly low or unreal aspirations.

Curt: Weiss (1976) points out that people in transition may have difficulty in identifying their.,

own needs. When their sense of themselves comes into question, they may be uncertain as to hoW

to rebuild; they may be confused or unprepared. Some are likely to discover that their situation is

unshared by friends or family; some may feel isolated. People in transition frequently report the

following:_ absorption with the events that brought about the situation, anger, guilt, a tendency

toward falseidarts, self-doubt, and loss of confidence. They often are fearfUl that something may

be "wrong" with them.

Dan: Herr (1984) states that many adults in transition do not know their own potential nor do

they know what they have to learn. Herr and Pinson (1982) classify needs into several categories:.

awareness (knowledge oteducational and career options), empowerment (ways to become inde-

pendent of counselors). action-taking (planning and strategizing), and follow-through (assistance

and support). They state that the needs of adults tend to be different than those of younger per-

sons: "Adults . tend to see more hurdles between themselves and a new course of action,
whether that action results directly in career change or entry into postsecondary education" (p.

93).

Ann: Borman (n.d.) lists several specific problems that affect career development, particularly

for women and minorities: discrimination, unavailability of educational opportunities, lack of

funds, lack of information, lack of self-confidence, and home-career conflicts. Giroux (1983)

describes problems of disadvantaged persons: "Economic deprivation attributable to an absent,

nonproducing, or marginally-producing breadwinner; social alienation caused by racial or ethnic

discrimination with its accompanying deprivations in housing, employment, and education, or by

membership in a different or non-English speaking subculture; and geographic isolation because

of transiency or residence in an area far removed from adequate education facilities" (p. 87). He

adds that problems accumulated over the years are not easily modified.

Bhaerman: Some of my colleagues (Campbell et al. 1979) delineate these general problem

areas:

Career decision makinggetting started, gathering information, generating, evaluating
and selecting alternatives, formulating plans for implementing decisions

Implementing career planscharacteristics of the individual and those external to the

individual
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Organizational-institutional performancedeficiencies in skills, abilities, knowledge: per-

sonal factors; conditions of the organization - institutional environment

Organizational-institutional adaptstioniniti&I entry, cnanges over time, interpersonal

relationships

Herr (1984) maintains each of these problem areas represent potential skills deficits that some

adults need to addressas well as themes around which counseling programs may be organized.

Beth: Do not forget the problem of age bias. Troll and Nowak (1976) characterize three kinds:

Age restrictivenesssetting of arbitrary or inappropriate age limits for any behavior

Age distortionmisperception of the behavior or characteristics of any age group

Ageismnegative attitudes toward any age group (p. 41)

We must be aware of this problem and be willing to face it in ourselves. (Also, remember the bias

disabled persons face; do not overlook their needs.)

Curt: As tar as characteristics are concerned, Benjamin and, Walz (1982) assert that career

changers are not significantly different in emotional akijustment t!rom those who remain in the

same job. Midlife career change is not a symptom of aberrant belvivior; career changers are not

"psychologically flawed." They represent people in every occupation and with a wide variety of

backgrounds.

Dan: Herr and Cramer (1979) stress the fact that the adult population is completely hetero-

geneous. Whether midcareer changes are caused by frustraion, growth, or whatever, in general'

the career changer should be viewed as a mentally healthy individual. Herr (1984) writes that dif-

ferences, in learning styles, basic learning.skills previously acquired, ad motivations for learning

are some of the more important characteristics to which. counselors need to attend. In another

study, Herr and Pinson (1982) indicate that clients seeking career changes are characterized by

one or more of the following; dissatisfaction with the present situation without knowing how to

chance it; unfamiliarity 'with establishing and attaining goals; lack of self-esteem; unwillingness to

take risks; and inability to describe what they are good at, what they know, and what they need.

4

Ann: Arbeiter (1981) said it well; namely, we seem to be "faced with a bewildering array of

adult characteristics and traits to be assessed prior to providing appropriate counseling" (p. 77).

Elsewhere, Arbeiter and his colleagues (1978a) look closely at adults in transition. Among other

things, they find that they are predominantly female, white, and between 20 and 39 years 'old. .

Adults in transition are very diversified in their educational attainment; most seek additional educa-

tion. The majority are employed full-time, with men more likely to be employed than women. Many

wish either to change fields entirely or the level of their present field, Although they want career

services of all types, many do not know about support in their communities.

Beth: A number of writers describe the characteristics of particular groups. Balfe (1983) notes

that dislocated workers "tend to be older; have less education; be less geographically mobile; be

more often male; be accustomed to relatively higher wages and therefore likely to experience sig-

nificant earnings losses; be homeowners and contributing members of the community; be concen7

trated in high unemployment areas; and be more likely to experience psychological and,health

problems upon job loss. Frequently, these characteristics are interrelated and the dislocated

worker faces multiple barriers to reemployment" (p. 4).
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An ERIC Clearinghouse fact sheet (ERIC Clearinghouse on Counseling and Personnel Ser-

vices 1982) characterizes displaced homer?)akers as follows: "A displaced homemaker is almost

always a woman, generally over 35 land often over 60, who lacks income due to the death, disabil-

ity, or desertion of a spouse. or to divorce or separation. She may be no longer eligible for public

assistance because her children are grown. She lacks the job skills or work experience needed to

enter the labor market readily; yet she must work to 3urvive (p. 1).

Blisermen: It is essential not to overlook adults who enter the work force for the first time.

often out of necessity in the middle or later years. Often these are women who never planned to

work, never did work, or seldom had responsibilities for money-related tasks at home. Because of

financial pressures (often due to the death of a spouse) and decreased income combined with

inflation and rising health care costs (at a time when their health care needs are increasing), they

must enter the work force simply to cover daily expenses.

Adults are heterogeneous', their life patterns become more 'divergent with age. As Arbeiter

(1981, p. 77) attests, we are faced with a "bewildering array of adult. characteristics and traits." The

important thing to do, then, is continuelo probe deeply into these concerns and apply the knowl-

edge to the particular situations in which we find ourselves.

Serviie Providers and Specific issues

Sheerman: What groups provide adult guidance and counseling? A wide array of organiza-

tions are involved. Both Herr and Whitson (1979) and Harrison and Entine (1977) report these find-

ings from the 1979 American Institutes for Research survey. Five kinds of groups sponsored ser-

vices: colleges and universities (34 percent); community and junior colleges (20 percent); private

groups and agencies including the B'nai B'rith, YWCA, and YMCA (18 percent); government agen-

cies (16 percent); and adult schools in public school districts (12 percent).

Curt: Herr and.Cramer (1979) also provide an inventory including employment and training

rehabilitation, and various agencies such as halfway houses and departments of corrections. They

specify examples of continuing education institutions from public schools to universities,
community-based career guidance centers, private agencies, industries, outreach programs

(mobile career vans and correspondence courses), computer-assisted projects, and such self-help

groups as Forty Plus. Entine (1979) cites adult evening high schools and trade schools and adds

mental health centers, multiservice senior centers, and family service agencies. Pedro (1983)

includes hospitals and prisons as locations for counselingand adds such media as telephones,

home study courses, and cassette tapes. Kerschner (1979) details various counseling environ-

ments, particularly at 2- and 4-year postsecondary institutions, and °rap groups (residential com-

munities and workshop centers). Schlossberg (1984a) adds storefront counseling settings, private

consultation, radio and TV media, and computers to the expanding list.

Dan: Walz and Benjamin (1981) find counseling.centerg in "spanking new shopping centers.

decrepit. old houses, corners of community libraries, area tertnical schools, defunct industrial

warehouses, adult education centers, quonset huts, university campuses7and one in an elegant

but decaying mansion, another in a TV station" (p. 8).

Showmen: What about any special issues?

Ann: A main issue, as Walz (1978) sees it, is in the way we respond to the need for midcareer

counseling; do we create new programs or augment existing ones with a midcareer program Com-

ponent? Walz feels that the local situation seemingly determines which approach works best. He
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writes, "My guess is that the current professional knee-jerk response is to `start something.' There

are the obvioUs advantages of the attention, excitement, and fund-drawing power of a newly-

developed program to respond to a current Crisis. Not so frequently noticed are the less dramatic
but nonetheless compelling reasons for expandin,g the capabilities of existing counseling services"

(pp. 16-17).

Walz calls our attention to two other noteworthy issues. First, if we respond to pressing social
needs as crises and give them precedence, we risk eroding basic services. He asks, "Do we want a
delivery system for counseling'composed of numerous independent and uncoordinated programs,
each vying for a larger share of the support pie? Are a number.of specially-focused minicenters as
worthy as a renewing basic counseling service? Where does our proliferation of special centers
stop? And what do we do with them when the need is no longer so pressing" (p. 17)? Second,
should we view such counseling as a onetime event or as part of career development? Walz
believes that "preparing for and viewing mid-life as a developmental phase enables persons to
avoid crisis responses and to capitalize on the opportunities at mid-life for a meaningful life
redirection" (ibid.).

.
Beth: Another important issue that Hall (1979) deals with is who can and shoukipToVide-cauir-

seling services. He feels that vocational counseling surely can be provided by counselors who

have been professionally trained; particularly if they have had relevant courses and experiences.
But such counseling, includingpersonal support from listening and caring, can be provided by

less formally trained staff. More complex. therapy should be left toThose professionally trained.
"Some counselors, though, seem to believe that counseling services can only be prOvided by pro-

fessionally trained counselors: These counselors'see the counseling task as very complex and as.
always involving some degree of therapy" (p. 77). Teachers are obvious examples of people from

whom-support of a counseling nature can be provided. These "noncounselors," as Hall calls them,

can play a useful role in providing counseling in a less formal sense.

Broad Generalizations and Specific Advice
-

,

Bhaerman: There are many issues related to adult counseling. What does one do? What are
the appropriate strategies? Let's start first with some broad generalizations and work our way to

some of the more specifics. Let us take the issues as they ariseand let the readers assess.their

own priorities.

Ann: Benjamin and Walz (1982) suggest that since such "a dazzling array" of approaches is
available, we should follow a path of "substantive eclecticism." They remind us that "latching on to

any flighty choice that is currently the fad is to be totally condemned" (p. 82).

Beth: We need to distinguish early oh between guidance and counseling. Giroux (1983)
asserts that guidance includes a range of functions directed toward helping individuals make
optimum use of alternatives such as interpreting information, placement, and follow-up. "Many
people provide guidance: parents, teachers, peers, coaches, sergeants, supervisors, employment
officials, and counselors whose'specific task is to provide guidance services" (ibid., p. 79). Coun-
seling is more specialized; it is usually, but not always, part of guidance.

Curt: Entine (1979) presents two broad considerations that underlie effective career guidance.

The first is that services are essentially short term. Adults need help in assessing lheir needs and

abilities and need concrete information about available-programs. This usually can be done in a
relatively short time. Secondly, some may reach the end of counseling without taking immediate
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action. "Individual action can occur sometime in the future . . . the individual may need to return
for additional up-to-date advice about actually making a career move" (p. 158). We need-to be

receptive to this possibility.

Dan: Hall (1979) offers this brief generalization: "Counseling for adults needs to be designed
especially for adultsnot for adolescents or children" (p. 177, emphasis added)..

Ann: Herr and Cramer (1979) point out that planning and building a framework is essential.
They delineate the following generalizations regarding planning:

Goals should be based on some model of adult needs.

The physical centrality of guidance services, hours of operation, and publicizing of ser-
vices should be such that the clients know what opportunities exist and that the facilities
can be reached with maximum ease.

Adults generally have little tolerance for the abstract; there is an immediacy to their
concerns.

Service delivery lould proceed in a systematized manner, although the progression may
be accelerated because of the experiences of the clientele.

Specificity is a key to planning. (p. 245)

However, because of the heterogeneity both among and within adult groups, Herr and Cramer
submit that it is "unlikely that a master plan can be devised, implemented, and evaluated",(ibid., p.

248).

Beth: According to Peavy (1981), counselint is an educational process that attempts to aid
individuals in adapting to change. He holds the iiew that adult counseling is not yet completely
conceptualized. Even so, it "should be directed toward building or supporting the individual's
sense of self-esteem, toward aiding the individual to establish at least a little more control over his
or her life" (p. 32).

Curt: Because of the diversity of adults and range of service providers, Pedro (1983) indicates
that few broad generalizations are possible. Services seldom are based *on a single model; most
programs include an eclectic mix that permits activities based on theoretical assumptions and
client needs.

Dan: Schlossberg (1977) feels that counselors must have a knowledge of the decision-making
process that can be used in wising appropriate diagnosis and intervention. Another requisite is
awareness of adult development and the "ability to penetrate beyond what the client says to what.
is left unsaid" (pp. 85-86). She likens thisl.to "listening with a third ear" (ibid., p. 83). Counselors
also must be aware of any tendency to define options solely in terms of the client's age. When
counselors are able to free themselves from age bias, they will help clients make informed choices.
Incidentally, she also states that the types of programs that can be developed are "almost infinite,
limited only by the imagination and energy of the counselor" (ibid.).

Schlossberg (1984a) also emphasizes that counseling is very complex; no single strategy is
'"the answer." Interventions are as varied as the many theories discussed earlier. For example, they

can be based on the following: claims that inadequate coping stems from lack Of skill, knowledge,
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or risk assessment; Sth_lossberg's own--frarneworkT-whicfr indicates that problems often are related__
to the nature of the transition as well as the individual's support system, options, or self; 'or indica-

tions that the system itself needs changing. All interventions need to be based on knowledge of
adult development. As the knowledge base expands, we need to revise our repertoire of

interventions.

Another broad concept that Schlossberg(1984b) suggests "requires that counselors move
from individual assessment and therapy to environmental assessment and restructuring. Two use-
ful tools can help counselors move in this direction: the device of quality circles and environmental
assessment" (p. 1.1, emphasis added). This shift connotes that counselors should be environmen-
talists rather than individual therapists, should be involved in prevention rather than remediation,
and should be proactive rather than merely responsive.

Cs

Counselors need to use many strategies in promoting exploration, understanding, and coping.
Schlossberg sums up these roles as follows:

As a communicator, the counselor promotes a two-way exchange.

As a counselor, he or she clarifies goals and identifies steps.

As an appraiser, the counselor evaluates, olves_feedback,_ cwltielps work out a develop-

ment plan.

As a coach, the counselor gives instruction or skill training.

As a mentor, the counselor serves as a sponsor.

As an .advipor, the counselor gives information about opportunities.

As a broker, the counselor serves as a go-betweein for the client and appropriate
resources.

As a referral agent, the counselor identifies resources.

As an advocate, the counselor intervenes on behalf of a client for benefits and obstacles.

As a consultant, the counselor helps diagnose a problem, develops alternative solutions,

and evaluates success.

In short, the program components that need to be included are "structuring the support sys-

tem to include peers and veterans, providing a cognitive map to help those in transition better
grasp what they are experiencing, and offering help in planning for next steps" p. 161).

. Ann; Here are some key ideas that Sinick (1976) emphasiies. Self-confidence can be built by
drawing on success experiences and debunking misconceptions about older persons. Old inter-
ests can be put to workby applying the concept of career transferability (which relates past inter-
ests, skills, and other attributes to careers calling for them): new interests will need to be devel-

oped to implement new motivations.

Beth: According to Talley (1982), counseling the midlife person who is seeking a career
change consists of more than counseling from a vocational perspective; it is counseling for midlife
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change. At the heart of the matter are such factors as learning styles and abilities as well as role

and attitudinal changes.

Curt: Wa lz and Benjamin (1980) offer these general tenets: Adults may need support in seek-

ing counseling. The goal is to assist individuals in gaining more control of their lives, and crises
offer opportunities for personal growth. Wa lz and Benjamin (1981) also find no overall prescription
for designing services that can be applied universally. "Is it notremarkable, then, that individuals

nationwide have had the vision and knowhow to bringIogether indigenous factors of clients,
resources, and staff, and fuse them into a program that works" (p. 36). These people have two

characteristics: they are both softhearted and hardheaded. "Softhearted: caring. committed
,dividuals whose goal every day is to enrich the lives of others. Hardheaded: resourceful, ingen-

ious people who know how to enlist others' support, utilize staff talents to the fullest, and stretch
dollars. A formidable combination, we think" (ibid.).

Dan: Waters and Goodman' (1977) assert that logistics are not the most crucial issue; having

an atmosphere in which it is acceptable for adults to seek help' is critical.

Ann: Weiss (1976) feels "that every program intende d to help people in transition will have to
be responsive both in content and in format to the character of the particular transition with which

it deals" (p. 255, emphasis added). This approach is not easy. The "staff must be prepared to pro-
ceed without the security of an established, well-understood program and must be prepared to
makemistakes" (ibid.). At times there may be stress; participants may drop out or regress because

the program may be wrong for them or they may "attack the staff for errors of omission or corn- '

mission" (ibid.).

Weiss further notes that agood transition program should utilize three kinds of helpers:

The expert who has studied problems of.particular transitions and can speak about them

with authority

The veteran who has been through the transition and is able to draw on experience

The fellow participants who can offer the immediate understanding that comes only from

"being in the same boat"

Each must respect the character structure, outlook, and goals of each client; none "is entitled
to criticize any participant, or, indeed, to attempt to change that participant's habitual mode of
dealing with challenge" (ibid., p. 226).

Bhaerman: Another broad topic to which-Counselors must be sensitive is the potentially limit-

ing effects of ageism in the work world. Although legislation (Age Discrimination in Employment
Act) legally forbids hiring practices to discriminate against age, such discrimination is possible in

all sectors of employment. Counselors and counselees alike need to be aware of the subtle ways

that age discrimination is expressed and be prepared to reduce this problem. The counselor must

be willing and able to provide extra support to job seekers who may confront problems related to

or stemming from age discrimination practices.

Now let us turn to some even more specific points.

Ann: Arbeiter and his colleages (1978a) disclose that services oti such critical topics as "avail-

able lobs and facts about career fieldsthe two services singled out by over 50 percent of the
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adults in transition as being of high interestare not currently` available through experience,
information sources, or formal sources known to most adults" (p. 4, emphasis added). Hence,

career centers should find their clients responsive to convenient and inexpensive services dealing
with these topics. They suggest that the ideal centers should offer services at local scho s or col-
leges oaniweekday evenings. Through the use of mailings, adults would be informed of the vail-'
ability of services. "Problems that might prevent adults from using those services would bet'
and money" (ibid., p. 3).

Beth: Aslanian and Brickell (1980) offer several specifics regarding counselinQ centers. They
[career centers] "ought to be lively catalogs of everything adults mighhlearn, elaborately cross-
referenced to how, when, and where that learning might be used . . . (and should include] a com-
plete repertoire of places to recommend to clients" (p. 124, emphasis added). Counselors should
know about alternative locations: "Library programs, museum`tours and classes, church groups,
correspondence courses, professional seminars, trade association clinics, labor union workshops.
government programs, military training, vocational schools, television courses, travel-study
groupsand many more" (ibid., p. 125).

Curt: Benjamin and Walz (1982) look at specific ways to'enhance counseling approaches and
have much information to share on several topics. For example, on format, they find that the most
effective mode of service delivery is group counselingthrough classes, workshops, seminars, and
small group meetings. On approach, they find that help should be offered in a way that maintains
people's self-respect. Here are some, of their guidelines to consider. Adults want specifics and are
impatient with materials unrelated to their immediate concern; they need to be aware of their pro-1

gress. Nothing is likely to have a more negative effect on adults than the feeling of decreased self-

esteem. It is essential to help adults understand the developmental aging process and find avenues

to demonstrate their competencies.

Dan: After an extensive review of the literature on coping, I found that Brammer and Abrego
(1981) conclude that "there is a consensus that coping skills training is effective in helping people

to act realistically and meet threat constructively when they-know the nature of the threat, are
reassured that they can appraise the situation accurately to knowwhat to do, and then have the
appropriate coping skills to act effectively" (ibid., emphasis added). There are two specific guide-
lines for training and coping skills: "Recognize the need for flexibility and variety_of coping skills,
since coping strategies and most stress situations are very complex" (ibid.) and be sensitive to

individual and cultural differences.

Ann; DiSilvestro and Williams (1981) believe that adults in the public schbol settingadUlt
basic education, tonerel educational development, secondary, brvocational studentshave many
counseling needs. However, financial limitations and program restrictions frequently.make it dab-

. cult to meet these needs. In view of these limitations, linkages should be established between pal).
lic school adult programs and community agencies. Counselors, working with teachers, offer an
approach to extending limited counseling resources. Inservice education to help teachers learn .;
basic counseling concepts (listening and referral skills) also can serve to extend such services.

Beth: Goldberg's (1980) advice simply is this: "It seems to be necessary for counseling ser7

vices to be extended beyond the narrow scope and restricted environment of eduicstional institu-
tions into the larger community" (pp. 73-74, emphasis added).

Curt: Guilfoy (1980) takes a long, hard look at specific objectives in setting up adult career
centers. Here are some of the important suggestions one should bear in mind: begin with a mix of
objectives, be specific, and share the taskbut do not spend so much time on this that you do not
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make progress. She also discusses various specifics for proposing 4nd reviewing objectives (for

example, draft tentative ones). "Don't assume you must have all the answers before you begin" (p.

10). Also, consider what she calls a trade-off. Some trade-off questiqhs are as follows: Do certain

objectives deal with major problems while others with minor issues? Which needs must be met

immediately? Which are long term? WhiCh clients are.most in need? Whith are the tnost ready for

help? Which have the highest probability of success or the highest cat() or risk? Which objectives

require the establishment of one service as opposed to more than one? Which most be applied to

one population only? Which should receive high visibility?
fl

Dan: Hanson (1981), in a study of career development in organizations, concludes that spe-

cific program aspects could have been implemented more effectively. For instance, the project

staff could have articulated the program objectives more carefully and defined the role of man-
. agemerit and human resource development staff more clearly; they also could have paid closer

attention to the involvement of top-level managers and paid more attention to administrative detail.

Ann: Imel, Knowdell, and Lancaster (1982) highlight several generic tasks in program devel-

opment: assess prbgram resources; conduct needs assessments: set program goals; design,

implement, and evaluate programs. They also present some specific ideas regarding leadership

tasks essential to planning: assess organizational readiness and commitment,'form a team, and

staff the program.

Beth: Ironside (1981) discusses various approaches to community counseling and reports on

several models. The most important suggestion deals with transplanting these models or centers.

For example, by using volunteers as peer counselors, centers could be transplanted, providing that

suilablp orientation was developed. An analysis of the needs of a particular situation always must

be undertaken before a particular structure is transported. lronside and Jacobs 11977) also offer

this comment regarding an often-overlooked resource: "If there is one'institution that by its very.

nature should respond to the needs of adult learners for advice and resources; it is the public

library. Yet trends in the literature: on information resources do not reveal much movement towards

this goal" (p. 45).
.2

Curt: Kerschner (1979) presents several specific ideas at different levels of generality. For

example: in order to conduct qualltrprograms, counselors should necessarily be trained in

numerous theories of counseling. On a more specific level, Kerschner states that perhaps the one

rule that should not be broken by those who counsel older persons is that of creating warm envi-

ronments conducive to personal growth. Older people are not typically willing or able to drive to a

private office on a weekly basis and partake of services.

Kerschner also suggests two other points. The first and most important rule to be followed

when organizing a university-based program is this: universities do not exist to provide services as

an end to themselves. Services should be viewed as a feedback mechanism for improving training

and research. Unless this rule is followed, ore of two situations occurs: community agencies

already delivering the services become upset over "turf" issues, or agencies use the existence of

the university program as an excuse not to get involved. Secondly, "What is most important to

keep in mind when organizing an older adult program in a two-year college is'the notion that such

programs are supportive of, not competitive with, four-year programs . . . a counseling program

may be an ideal model for joint ventures between the two institutions whereby the graduates of

each work side by side in the work setting" (p. 270, emphasis added).

Dan: Knox (1981) raises another important question; namely, how comprehensive a mix of

services is appropriate? The most satisfactory mix undoubtedly, should vary with the clientele,
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program offerings, and other available Services. Practitioners should evaluate the mix periodically

to decide what emphasis and modifications are needed.

Ann:Leibowitz and Schlossberg (1982) developed a specific strategy that' they term "the next
step-management": its main components are support systems, cognitive information, and plan-

ning. They write, "Employees facing different career junctures need different types of programs

and services.. Only those programs. and strategies that respond to the uniqueduesiioris and

issues employees face at different career points can help them..negotiate the change and pass

through their critical career transition:' (p. 12).

' Beth: McDaniels (1977) advises us not to forget the importance of leisUre and career develop-

ment in midlife. Leisure is especially important due to a host.of changes that people go through:
physical conditions, family relationships, work conditions, aging parents, and so on. "These are of
speciarsignificance because judicious use of leisure may now lead to expanded opportunities on
the current job, for securing another job, or for more fulfilling leisure activities",(p. 348). If people
develop leisure interests that continue into retirement, there will be "continuity from a full-time

, Working life to a full-time leisure life" (ibid., p. 349).

Curt: The specific advice from Myers (1980) is simply that "counselgrs can help clients build

or rebuild self-confidence through focusing,on the client's assets. Although clients must realisti-

cally assess the constraints of they liabilities. counselors must be Cautious not to focus unduly on

Liattlities . . tell only what the client cannot do. They must be considered the coun-

seling process. but, as they are apparent anyway and as they reinforce negative feelings. they
should be eliminated from the counseling interactionsnot to be denied. but realistically and con-
structively dealt with" (p. 41, emphasis added).

-

Dan: Schlossberg (1975) expresses a number of important specific ideas in various places. For

example, she writes that the guidance processhelping people clarify goals and develop

. strategieshas as its main functionfinking people with resources. She notes that a "critical prob-

lem is that structural weaknesses Within the educational system lead to inadequate delivery of guid-

ance even for those who can mate use of that system" (p. 683). She goes on to sq..' that a possible

solution to this dyshoctiOn is to place guidance in a community-based setting. Such centers, even

though They might draw bn the resources of educational institutions, would be independent of .

their control. They would be open to all clients so that those outside the educational system would

have some *here to turn. COunselors would act as brokers between clients and resources; their
primary, duty would be serving Clientsnot maintaining the system.

Schlossberg, Troll, and Leibowitz (1978) also suggest that counselors must help their clients

wade through "a welter of confused feelings" and must provide them with a cognitive framework

that will bring order, to this confusion.or instance, men in mid-life crisis could be helped to

understand that some of their feelings of regret and sadness are occasioned by the reemergence,

of the dreams of their xi:lounger years-and by the discrepancies between their earlier aspirations

and their actual achievements; Adults facing tetirementcould be helped to understand that part of

their anxiety may be based on a perceivedloss of role and of status" (pp. 133-134). They also cau-

tion counselors not to impose their veltles on clients. Nevertheless, they claim that "it is entirely

appropriate that counselors act on their own,values in the larger arena of society, that they work in

whatever way they can tp bring about needed change. Indeed, it may be not only appropriate but

morally imperative that they do so" (ibid., p. 142). Lastly, they present these specific strategies for

program designers: structure a support group by defining the target group, assessing needs, and

making arrangements for meetings; prepare the cognitive framework for the meeting or workshop;
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and help participants plan for the future. Elsewhere, Schlossberg (1984a) writes that counselors
need to make clients "feel central, not marginal, competent not childish, independent not depen-

dent" (p. 8).

Ann: Troll and Nowak (1976) comment that "as we move away from an assumption of the inev-
itability of certain events occurring at certain ages, we can move towards the possibility of trying
new options, at every age. We may even forget to ask 'How old are you?' and inquire instead about
more relevant characteristics" (p. 105, emphasis added).

Beth: Wa lz (1978) delineates a number of specific characteristics of both ineffective and opti-
mum programs, particularly in organizations. In the former category, he includes the following
problems: The implementors are untrained and view the responsibility as a burden, employees are

well into their careers in the organization before planning begins, and the program is too _

complexoutcomes are obscured by operational details. As far as optimum programs are con-
cerned, Walz points out the following: potential career paths and their characteristics are dis-
cussed with employees at the time of employment, an organized bank of resources is available to
assist employees in achieving their objectives, and data are generated on how well the program is

operating.

The critical element appears to be the existence of a comprehensive plan, with clear-cut objec-
tives and a viable implementation strategy. Walz offers this advice: a coordinated counselinoplari
should- respold to-the-needs-of-career Changers andbe anticipatory rather than reactive; midlife
counseling should help avoid crisis rather than overcoming it. He concludes that "it behooves all
counselors to avoid programmed, canned approaches. . . . To treat middle-aged individuals as a
class is to act on a seriously distorted stereotype, one that will seriously impair the effectiveness of
any counseling service. Any service wor of the name 'counseling' must assess the present char-
acteristics and needs of each clienIxathWthan rely on a generalized picture of clients" (p. 23,

emphasis added).

Lastly, Walz,(1978) adds that severe! problem areas are fairly easily. spotted. For example, he
observes that client acceptance of midcareer change programs is somewhat mixed. Although pro-

gram directors report enthusiastic participanerespbnse and high program persistence, the number
of those using such services remains compAretively small. Reluctance to use such services seems

to stern from a negative feeling toward seekinghelp; this attitude may be more prevalent in busi-

ness end industry mideareer services.--Furthermoke, counselor education programs frequently fail,.

to prepare trainees to work with adults. Deficiencies are noted in thisareas of aging, the labor
market, and acquiring insights into the trainees own potential age stereotypes. Training for coun-

selors who will work with rnidlife*career changers is a prerequisite for the expansion of such
. .

services. ei. .
,

I .

Curt: Because confusion and'unpreparedness are.prominent among the difficulties of transi-

tion, Weiss (1976) suggests that counselors should provide clients with a framework that explains
the individual's experiences and responses: cognitive materiels are useful: "Reports of the
experiences of others in similar situations, desdriptions of the devices others have used for manag-

ing, and discussions of the risks and benefits of various strategies" (p. 216).

Additional Program Considerations r

Showman: Now that we have explored some broad was well as some specificconsiderations,
we need to turn to a number of more specific strategies and interventions. Let us start by looking

briefly at educational brokering, a concept that we hear a lot about these days.or,
19
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Educational Brokering

Ann: Herr and Pinson (1982), who explore this topic, feel that the term is more than a faddish

euphemism for describing conventional counseling practices. "Rather it is a concept whose defini-

tion helps to distinguish the services of community-based agencies from those of conventional
practices. Terms like neutrality, client centeredness, client empowerment, and client advocacy are
conceptual corirerstones of educational brokering and are seen as distinguishing features of the

services rendered by those who subscribe to the concept" (p. 93, emphasis added). The concept
involves helpihg clients "define their goals through self-assessment, value clarification, occupa-
tional exploration, and long-term planning; set objectives for pursuing further education, including
assessing whether formal education or other forms of learning are appropriate; and gain access to

appropriate learning opportunities, including advocating on their behalf with institutional person-
nel for admission,linancial aid, and credit for prior learning" (ibid., p. 99).

Beth: As Moore and Miller (1977) point out, the broker can utilize a vast array of institutions: .

"Private and public colleges and universities, community colleges, proprietary schools, correspon-
dence schools, public schools' adult programs, employer-sponsored training programs, labor
union and church-sponsored institutions and programs, and local, state and federal agencies
involved in education" (p. 66). Nonetheless, they remind us that no unique model exists for offer-

ing such services. Various arrangements have been develOpedi.fretltanding agencies attached to

no tingle institution and supported by a combination of client fees, government funds, and

business-industry contracts; new institutions in'existing systems that are newly created programs

within larger, State college systems; and a consortium of institutions. Incidentally, an excellent
source of information is the National Center for Educational Brokeringa division of the Associa-

tion,for Humanistic Psychology, 325 North Street, San Francisco, CA 94103.

Employer Programs

Bhaerman: We also can learn much from the experiences of persons v4ho have been involved

with career counseling in business and industry. Although we could not begin to t.cratch the sur-

face, does anyone have any suggestions for this topic?

Curt: Leibowitz and Schlossberg (1981) offer these suggestions for program designers: obtain

a commitment from management, tie career development programs into existing organizational

activities, articulate the philosophy of the program clearly, and weigh all the costs and benefits.
Ear1.10:eibowitz and Schlossberg (1979) also developed a module that attempts toiie theoretical
concepts into practice. Through a series of vignettes, they relate how these concepts can operate

in practice. Although the foga is on career development in industry, some suggestions may be

useful in other settings. Thar specific suggestions for steps to be taken in program design are

important:

1. Define the target population (that it, their demographicand social-psychological

characteristics).

2. Define your "images of potentiality" or ideal program.

3. Study other programs developed for similar target populations.

4. Turn the "images of potentiality" into program goals.
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5. Turn program goals into behavioral objectives.

6. Work on one aspect of each objective at a time.

7. Select appropriate strategies for implementing the program.

8. Decide who will deliver the program, that is, in-house or contracted outside.

9. Develop an evaluation design.

10. Analyze those forces that help or hinder achievement of the goal.

11. Try to minimize the hindering forces and capitalize on the helpin ones.

12. Develop a budget.

13. Develop an implementation plan. (pp. 83-86)

Dan: Hanson (1981) explains in the following manner the various steps used in the implemen-
-..---- ----tation of a.career -development program at the-Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory:

They sought involvement from managers who were highly esteemed by management
opinion leaders.

Their suggestions to management moved quickly from general proposals to specific
plans.

They used the pilot approach to introduce the program.

They attempted to maintain good communications.

They tried to respect the habit patterns of individuals involved.

They attempted to make visible new attitudes that were evolving.

They did not use excessive pressure to encourage involvement.

They attempted to keep costs low.

They attempted to shift from an external motive for offering the program to internal
understanding. (pp. 80-82, 84, 86) 6

Ann: Adams (1982) also highlights several key ingredients for optimum career development.
Although the points relate particularly to business and industry, they have broader relevance. For
example, Adams suggests avoiding either too high or unrealistic expectations that would only lead
to disillusionment. For this reason, a thorough assessment of where one is at the present is needed
before setting future goals.

Beth: With regard to employer-sponsored programs, Lancaster and Berne (1981) report sev-
eral relevant findings: career development in work settings is informal and unsystematic, but most
organizations are involved in some form of activity; despite widespread support'of management for
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employee career development, little agreem3nt exist- on how to operationalize programs; and
much of what is reported is of a conceptual nature, that is, what should be happrning rather than
what is happening. "Because there is a lack of research with which to substantiate the effects of
such programs, the literature is mostly speculative" (p. 13).

Computers

Bhaermen: Computers play an increasingly greater role in adult guidance and counseling.

Would anyone wish tiJ provide some specifics?

Curt: Farmer (1976) describes "inquiry centers" that use computers effectively. Such centers

are computer assisted so that large amounts of occupational information can be stored for quick

retrieval. The advantages of computer-assisted counseling are the computer's ability to sort infor-

mation on client variables and to interrelate different types of client information quickly and reli-

ably. "The computer teaches decision-making procedures to clients' in the context of the career
development tasks. The integration of the counseling function into the computer is the Main con-

tribution of inquiry centers" 54).

Dan: Moore and Miller (1977), wholeel that it will be difficult to move toward comprehensive

career guidance programs without computer systems, note that "career guidance settings must

utilize computer technology to equalize adult access to information, provide individualized/
personalized data banking, and allow individual interaction and analysis related to problem solving

and decision making" (p. 135).

Ann: Walz and Benjamin (1980) intimate that although definitive research may be lacking, log-

ical analysis and experience support the efficacy of computer-assisted counseling. They feel that

"a particularly noteworthy caveat of the computer is its freedom of age bias: in fact, if programmed

properly, the computer may display a special sensitivity and responsiveness to more mature

clients" (p. 26).

Telephones and Television

\Bhaerman: I have seen a number of references to telephone counseling. Would anyone com-

ment on this?

\ Beth: The most widely cited study was conducted by Arbeiter and his colleagues (1978b).

They explored the use of telephone counseling for home-based adults who were predominantly

female, white, and 20 to 34 years old. The project was quite a success. It Is possible to interpret the

Success as a function of client self-selectionthat is, those who needed, wanted, or liked the

approach sought it out and continued to use it. Several explanations are reasonable:

The clients were volunteers who chose the service, paid nothing for it, and could cancel it.

They had already decided to make the transition from home to mirk before they tele-

phoned for counseling.

Most were familiar with what it meant to work since they were reentering a familiar

environment.
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Paraprofessional counselors matched the clients in educational, socioeconomic,
employment, and personal characteristics.

The tendency of the project to guide clients toward further education rather than specific
jobs fit the needs of clients who used the service.

In addition, clients who could be expected to pay more than $25 for the services preferred
face-to-face counseling, although they would accept telephone interviews over techniques such as

group counseling, self-instruction, and televised information. However, the researchers felt that
the techniques would have to be modified for other populations. For example, a center aiding the
long-term unemployed would need more aggressive means of attractingplients and placing them

in suitable training programs.

Bhaerman: What about TV?

Curt: As Schlossberg (1984a) points out, TV can be used to help adults. This is illustrated by
the five-part "Caught -in- Between" programs developed around recurring adult concerns and pro-
duced for NBC's Knowledge Series. Each of the programs presents one of the transitions most
adults normally undergo. One show, "Starting Over," illustrates that choosing a career is not a
once-and-for-all matter. Two retired football players and their wives and four women with family
responsibilities who had returned to school demonstrate that adulthood is a series of transitions.
Viewers can joirrin a structured exercise as a first step in planning career changes.

Tests and Testing
A

Bhaerman: Let us turn to the important issue of tests.

Dan: Wolff and Meyer (1979) believe that testing is frequently a source of anxiety for older
persons. They ask a question and make these suggestions: "Can past experience, behavior, and

achievement give enough data to identify counseling needs? testing is desirable, deal with the
counselee's feelings abourit. Be sensitive to whitever might cause test anxiety" (p. 178). They also
suggest counselors explain that a test is only one measure to 'help clients determine career
choices. Explain the limitations of test scores; compare them to other ways of obtaining informa-
tion. Perhaps we should limit the use of tests with older persons to interest and value inventories.

Ann: Sinick (1976) feels that the main reasons why tests should be minimized for older clients

are the inadequacy of traditional testing approaches with such a clientele and the availability of
more effective ones. Nevertheless, a small proportion of clients might profit from positive test
results, provided their self-confidence does not rise disproportionately to their prospective careers.
The artificiality of tests accounts for much of their inadequacy. The recent emphasis on a natural-
istic approach is relevant to adult clients. Real-life experiences, including work experieni .1, are
natural sources of information regarding perforMance and preferences. Interviews also may be a
suitable means of generating understanding and self-understanding. Interviews go beyond inven-
tories in tapping the intensity and dUration of interests.

Beth: Benjamin and Walz (1982) also caution counselors to use tests sparingly, if at all.

Regarding the related area of assessment, they ask us to remember that life skills assessment
offers people the opportunity to measure their present performance and, with a counselor; to
examine the implications of the data. Because the process focuses on present skill levels, it pro-

vides a base for identifying needed areas of specialized training. Counselors need to learn all they
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can about the process and the kind of quantitative and qualitative data obtained. The assessment
center method "is another counseling method representing a particularly powerful source of self-
knowledge and motivation that can be of great help to clients in making appropriate life plans" (p.

73).

Curt: Gilbert and Jaffee (1982) also explore the assessment center method, a "multiple ap-
praisal technique." They explain it as involving "the use of several trained 'assessors' who observe
and evaluate the performance of several 'participants' across several skill categories in several
situational tests or exercises. These exercises simulate the critical components of a target position
and are designed to elicit the managerial skills that have been averred as critical to successful per-
formance in the target position" (p. 104). They-also-list the many steps for establishing a center:

Identify organizational needs

Ddfine objectives

Secure commitment

Conduct job analyses

Identify situations and taskelhat are characteristic of the job

Develop simulation exercises

Develop administrative materials and operating procedures

Select and train assessors

Determine employees to be assessed

Conduct the assessment center

Initiate'developmental activities based upon data generated

Reassess participants to determine progress

Learning Styles

Bhaerman: What is the relevance to counseling of the concept of cognitive or learning styles?

Dan: Learning style is defined by Smith (1982) as "people's characteristic ways of information
processing, feeling_and behaving in and toward learning situationsin other words, those prefer-
ences, dispositions, and tendencies that influence one's learning" (p. 60). Smith also indicates that
knowledge of learning style provides a framework for counselors to help clients profit from
appropriate instruction. "Style inventories and style-related diagnostic questions can be used for
placement purposes or for diagnosing causes of difficulty and forestalling dropout" (p. 77).

Here are some pertinent questions we should ask: When and where does the learner prefer to
learn? How much structure, feedback, and support are needed? How does the learner respond to
learning with peers? "Since every learner is unique and every class has a different mix, style inven-
tories represent a tool for looking more clearly at one's objectives and procedures in relation to the
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specific clients at hand" (ibid.). The following specific advice is offered: "When diagnosing. use,
adapt, or devise one or more instruments: ask questions and observe; try to avoid jumping to con-
clusions with the learner, making, adjustments as they seem warranted; and reflect on the implica-

tions for instruction, learning, and the individual's better understanding of himself or herself as a

learner" (ibid., p. 78).

Ann: Cross (1976) also writes about cognitive styles and concludes that more attention needs

to be given to its potential for vocational guidance. "The value-free connotation of cognitive styles.
makes their use less threatening than 10, and they do not align themselves along so-called 'status'
lines. ... The stability of cognitive styles over long periods of time makes them useful for long-

range planning" (p. 132).

Beth: it is important for counselors to know how adults learn. Kidd (1973) explores a number

of hypotheses about adult learningincluding such concepts as the life span, Changes in role,

maturation, the self-learner, and so on. With regard to counseling, Kidd writes: "The significant
task of counseling is not giving information or advice. Many counselors would say that it is never

advice giving. The counselor's function is to bring about learning on the part of the client. The

client may have information and skills to learn but above all else he must come to terms with him-

self, and accept not only himself, his strengths, weaknesses, capacity for affection and growth, but

also begin to learn to be Self-managing. This process is cloiely related to most aspects of learn-

ing" (p. 228).

Additional Programs and Issues

Bhaerman: Before turning to money matters, does anyone have any other ideas or insights to

share?

Curt: Herr and Pinson (1982) have several comments regarding information needs. Because

adults are often restricted regarding times and places for learning, they often require information
that is highly detailed in terms of local resources and opportunities. Physical accessibility is highly

.important too, hence, the increasinguse of shopping malls, telephone services, and computers.

Adults with prior work experiences require information on transferable skills, credentials, and

occupational crossover. Many times they need to unlearn prior job search approaches. They often

need to know about "transaction trade-offs"what they can gain orlose by changing fields.

Because they are no longer part of a formal schooling system, adults require information on non-

.formal as well as traditional learning opportunities.

Dan: Walz and Benjamin (1981) raise this important question: How much theory of adult

development should directors and staff of adult centers possess? In their survey, they "begged the

question a bit by [their) belief that most presently have very little and certainly less than profes-

sional counselors believe they should have" (p. 29). Instead, they raise several related questions:

How many specialized functions of an adult counselor can generalists perform? Can someone with

a liberal arts background and a varied work history perform the necessary tasks? Can the enthusi-

asm of volunteers and paraprofessionals substitute for lack of formal training and experience?

Most people they asked said "yes" to all of these questions. Walz and Benjamin conclude, "We

wondered if this answer was based more on exig3ncy than on wisdom. Soft money, time-limited

contracts, and modest pay scales were more powerful determinants of who the staff would be than

many directors would admit to. As one staff member said to us, 'You take the folks you can find"'

(ibid., pp. 29-30).
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A related issue brought up by Walz and Benjamin (1981) is whether persons formally prepared

as counselors operate better than persons without formal professional training. They note that
nomination by directors as to who were the most effective staff counselors was not directly related
to professional education and experience. The issue becomes one of whether formal training is
desirable or whether one can learn needed skills on the job.

Financial and Related Concerns

Bhaerman: Let us turn to some important financial mattersand any other relevant issues you

would like to raise,

Anh: Brudney (1980) contends that most adult centers cannot charge clients the full cost of
services. Fees, however, can and should relate to the actual program expenses. "Pulling fees out of
the proverbial hata common practice among,service agenciesis extremely hazardous" (p. 83).

If they are too far below program costs and no alternative income exists for the organization, ser-
vices suffer. If they exceed costs, the center may price itself out of the market. "Even if a sensible
figure is arrived at by pure chance, the center will be unable to provide a rational explanation of its
charges to customers, risking misunderstanding and resentment" (ibid., pp. 83-84). It is important

to develop a structure that reflects costs and services. Three facts that should be worked out in
program budget plans can be utilized: proposed annual expenditures, number ofee-paying clients
to be served, and total hours of service.

Beth: According to Bloom (1980), cost factors must be weighed. These inClude "compensation
to the staff for work-related time spent outside of the center and additions to staff as the number of
clients increases" (p. 27). Bloom points to the following example: "Organizing a panel of women

who are established in their careers to address your clients may be expensive if you must pay the
speakers and have your staff work overtime. However, this cost may be waived by having your staff

members or the sponsoring institution's faculty members act as role models" (ibid.).

Curt According to Darkenwald (1980), the need for services is no longer the issue. What is
important is what such services should be, how they should be financed, and how they should be
articulated with education delivery systems. He argues that "the marginality of adult education in
most organizational settings poses serious obstacles to the 'single institution' mode for the deliv-

ery of guidance and information services. Alternative models, either 'community-based' or 'institu-
tional consortium-based', are essential if the pitfalls of marginality are to-be avoided and the adult
public well-served" (0.206). Darkenwald (1979) also writes that cost-reduction strategies need to
be considered. "Statewide or regional computerized information and counseling systems, while
initially expensive, may in the long rim provide certain services more effectively and efficiently
than conventional individual or group counseling" (p. 168). The experience of several educational
information' centers suggests that using paraprofessionals for certain functions can reduce costs,

as can collaboration with other agencies.

Dan: Harrison and Entine (1977) discuss the various issues of costs, staffing, planning, and

evaluation. Aster as costs are concerned, the data they analyzed were difficult to use on a com-

parative basis. Many variables have to'be considered: overhead, faculty costs, staff, materials. Cost
figures alone do not always provide useful information. "In order to replicate a program, consider-
ation should be given to the facility or space requirements; the number, level, and proportion of
time of staff members involved; and whether materials must be purchased or developed" (p. 118).

Regarding staffing, they found that although patterns vary, paraprofessionals play an increasingly
visible role. Peer counseling by those who do not have formal counseling degreesbut who have
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backgrounds similar to the clientsis used in many places. They also found that the status of
planning and evaluation in many programs is weak: only a small percentage of those studied had
measurable client objectives. However, most had fairly clearly stated goals, which are broader than
objectives. Evaluation without clearly stated objectives Is, of course, difficult. Although 20 percent
of the programs they studied provided some data related to specific changes in participants' lives

or were keyed to measurable objectives, for the most part, evaluation focused on anecdotal reports
or client reactions.

Harrison and Entine recommend that "states might become more receptive toward funding
adult career programs if the cost-effectiveness of such efforts was known.... This requires addi-
tional research into counseling programs now underway with greater emphasis on follow-up
studies of client activity. Increased attention must be placed on program evaluation before state
fiscal authorities can be expected to underWrite adult career counseling programs on an ongoing

basis" (ibid., p. 120).

Ann: Entine (1979) also discusses planning, initiating, and implementing careerservices within
established-institutions that already provide some type of counseling. This is not meant to exclude
those groups who establish independent services on their own. For them, additional start-up costs
must be added to the normal costs. Rent for facilities and funds to cover salaries and materials
must be raised. Two sources of funding are likely: government or foundation grants and income
from fees. Relying on either or both for total support "places a significant burden on those respon-
sible for the initiation and development of the program in its earliest and most tentative period of
existence. This burden is relieved if the adult career counseling service is added to services
already being provided by an educational, learning, or counseling institution" (p. 155).

Beth: Walz (1978) indicates that, generally: midcareer counseling programs operate best under
district sources of funding or university supportgrants or course credits. Relatively few have
been able to "go it alone" or be self-supporting through fees. According to Walz, economics as
much as anything will determine the growth of such counseling services. Another important
dimension is the reluctance of individuals to pay out-of- pocket for services. By most accounts, it is
easier to obtain "paying customers" for personal and self-growth programsthan for midcareer
counseling. Individuals either do not see its worth ormay believe that a stigma of some sort comes
with seeking help. This reluctance apparently is more a male than female characteristic. If these
services are diffused broadly, a campaign must be started to acquaint people with the services so .

that using them may be seen as a positive step rather than a weakness.

In terms of funding, Walz and Benjamin (1981) find that adult career counseling centers that
requi.e payment usually temper their policy with liberal financial supportscholarships or pay-
ment based on need. Some "centers were uncomfortable with any payment, believing that it was
another strike against people who had already struck out too many times" (p. 28): In still others,
the funding base prohibited charging any fees. Whatever the funding base, it generally is found to
influence greatly the depth and scope of the services. "The tyranny of the funding authority was
often the biggest constraint. When clients had to have money to make it through the day, when
either the young or the old desired help, when a nonresident needed a start, when a special form
of education or training was the answerthere was often a legal reason why it couldn't be done"
(ibid.).

Walz and Benjamin believe that "the tk. iding dilemnitfies no simple solution. Given the
national plight, it may get worse before it gets better" (ibid., p. 34). Hence, they offer two sugges-
tions. First, "seek a multiple-funding base; never be content with funding from a single sponsor.
Creative juxtaposition of funding sources for facility, staff, and materials provides a structure that
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can withstand the withering of support from any single source. The time to go after additional
money is at the high point of funding. not when the situation is at its lowest ebb. Secondly. be
resourceful in obtaining or developing supplementary, nonearmarked funds to support highly
needed staff and resources for which there is PO budgetary provision. Craft stores, bake sales, and
use of services contributed by former clients were some of the creative ways centers in their study
supplemented the budget. If direct financial assistance is not available. linkage with private busi-
ness and industry can often provide othei kinds of useful resources" (ibid., pp. 38-39. emphasis
added). '

Wa lz and Benjamin (1981) also looked at a number of related concerns. One thing they did. for
example, was to add wishful thinking to their data collection. They asked center directors what
they would do if they had more money. Here are some of thettnswers they received:

Be open full-time, five-and-one-half days, at least four evenings.

Pay staff.

Increase staff.

Obtain a more .visible facility downtown or in a heavily-frequented, easily acc(ssitle
location.

Have a multi-center operationa central, coordinating office with links to all helping ser-
vice agencies, community groups, educational institutions' training centers.

Establish satellite programs in community ccAters easily accessible to all types of clients.

Serve both sexes.
G.

Establish a sliding-scale fee based on client ability to pay to assist in financing the
program.

Remove the stigma of nontraditional work for women.

Provide free transportation to bring clients to the centers.

Have an unmonitored 'slush fund' that would allow centers to provide immediate financial
help in urgent cases or buy unbudgeted but needed supplies andresources. (pp. 21-22)

Regarding another important issuelinkages and networksone would assume that when
resources are limited, the logical approach.would be to maenize Coordination so that overlap is
avoided. According to WalZ.and Benjamin (1981), this is not case in managing adult counseling
centers. In part, the typical center operates under theauspices pf an existing community agency
(such as the YMCA) and within the framework of sponsoring agencies. They write, "We were
Struck by the unawareness in centers contiguous to one another regrrding other available services
and resources" (p. 27). While awareness was minimal, sharing of resources occurred even less fre-
quently:"Turfdom raised its ugly head: being independent for some centers seemed more impor-
tant than cooperating and linking with others" (ibid.). It did not seem to them that any center had
such a monopoly on good programs that it could not have benefited from regular consultation with
others. In larger cities, particularly, they found evidence of overlapping services. They write,
"Unawareness of other programs suggested to us that this was not planned duplication but overlap'
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by ignorance.. . . (Even) when centers were knowledgeable about other services within a given
community. there was little evidence of regular, systematic, and effective cooperation among
them" (ibid., emphasis added).

Specific Client Groupsand a Look at the Future

Dislocated Workers and Related Concerns of the Unemployed

Shaermai: Let me begin by sharing highlights from a recent National Alliance of Business
(NAB) technical assistance guide (Balfe 1983). The guide asserts that assistance for dislocated
worfers is most effective when intervention takes place before a plant closes Of majer layoffs
occur. Of course, this is not always possible because of the large numbers of persons to serve in

such instances.

The NAB report indicates that strategies should be developed for dealing with the large
numbers of long-term unemployed. Hence, programs must address differentelements of the prob-
lem:'assistance to existing dislocated workers; early intervention and assistance for those about to
los%their jobs; and community readjustment and revitalization. The latter may not seem to be part

of the program, per se, but reflects the assistance required after severe economic dislocation.
"Local retailers, for example, may, in the long run, be as hard hit as the unemployed workers
themselves when the bottom falls out of a local economy" (p. 8).

The NAB guide outlines three fundamental program approaches:

Employer or union basedThe affected firm or labor union directs a worker adjustment
committee and plays a major role in planning and operating a plant-site reemployment
center.

Community basedEither public or private leadership heeds the effort to assist dislo-
cated workers in a severely impacted community.

Agency based -The job service or related agency provides special reemployment services
to those who qualify as dislocated workers without reference to a specific plant closing.

Some of the important principles that NAB asserts could lead to successful programs are as
follows: early intervention, a nonbureaucratic team approach, involvement of affected firms and
unions, and planning of alternative approaches and services. "A combination of job search assis-

tance, counseling, retraining in basic skills, vocational and high-tech retraining, relocation, job
development, and other services may be required" (ibid., p. 9). Lastly, the NAB guide synthesizes a
number of elements common lo a.progrim structure, including these: worker assistance centers (a
fohl point that is accepted by workers as "their place"); worker ddjustmerit committees (fbr plan-
ning and oversight); employee, labor market, and serVice provider planning surveys: intake,
assessmint, and referral; personal, financial, and career counseling; job search clubs; job devel-
opment; occupational retraining; remedial education; and social services orientation and referral.

Ann: Knowdell and his colleagues (1983) describe the related topic of outplacement counsel-
ing in business and industry. The process, which requires careful planning, can be provided by
internal human resource specialists or external consultants. The concept is defined as "the pro-
cess of assisting the terminated employee to deal with the trauma of being let go, to assess indi-
vidual strengths and evaluate career options, and to learn effective job search strategies" (p. 3).
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Outpletcemenfcounseling procedures include preplanning, dealing with emotions. individual
or'group counseling, assessing and self-assessing, exploring options. and developing objectives
and a career strategy plan. "The affective outplacement counselor not only knows the tdchniques
of the job search process, but also serves as lisIener, advisor, coach, motivator, and source of psy-
chological'support" (ibid., p. 29). In addition.'"the most successful career strategy plans for out-
placement clients are those that are developed in sufficient detail, specifying what the goal is, why
it is the most apciropriateigoal. how-each Stage will occur, when each step will take place, and who
the other players in the plan will be" (ibid., p. 32).

Here are some other important points regarding the outplacement component of a life career
developi'nent Program: all career planning should include the probability of career change: special
attention should be given to the major transition points; a systematic review of performance is

- essential; and a strong emphasis should be placed on personal development and renewal. What
can one do to ensure program quality? Here are several additional suggestions offered by
Anowdell and his'colleagues: use validated and experience-tested assessment instruments and

activities, use only trained counselors.for the critical decision-making phases. attempt to have
°".. clients acquire a variety of specific skills, build in an evaluation component. and build "significant

others" and various support groups into the services.

Bhaerman: Dislocated workers.-of course, are not The only types of unemployed workers.
Would someone apchesS some of the Julies related to unemployed workers in general?

'
Beth`eStittroh, Dye; and Shifron (1983) view the implications for counseling unemployed

korkers.trua recessionary economy. They look at the various types of unemployed workers and at

a type not normally measured by the Bureau of Labor Statisticshidden unemployment. "The hid-
den Unemployed are those people who wish to work but are discouraged from actively looking for
a job" ?p. 527). The initial stage of counseling the unemployed, they suggest, should focus on the
fact that their job status has been imposed by external factors. The unemployed must realize that
,being unemployedunder present conditionsis beyond their control. The next stage focuses on
'developing coping skills to deal with the grief and humiliation of being unemployed. Counseling
should be aimed at helping individuals develop adaptive strategies and maintain their physical and
psychological well-being during an extended period of stress. The situation also may call for fam -.

ily counieling, since each family member is affected by the increased destruction of long-term
unemployment. Fear, anger, and frustration are not uncommon emotions. Also, because of shared
understanding and acceptance, supportive group counseling is effective. Group members often
learn coping strategies from one another. Our tail( is to promote "exchange and mutuality" among
members. emphasizing support and understanding. For many, this form Of counseling is highly
effective.

Curt: Arbeiter and his colleagues (1978b) would add that a counseling center seeking to aid
the long-term unemployed would probably need to use aggressive means of locating and attract-
ing clients and placing them in suitable training programs rather than letting clients enroll in pro-
grams on their own initiative.

Dan: Schlossberg and Leibowitz (1980) also review organizational support systems as buffers
to job loss. They note that shock (numbness and disbelief followed by bitterness and anger),
depression, anxiety, and lowered self-esteem often are concomitants of job loss. To test this the-
sis, they studied persons whose jobs were eliminated due to a reduction in force at the Goddard
Space Flight Center in Maryland. They would certify that one of the effective buffers against the

trauma of job loss is a formal support system. The program, incidentally, provided two major types
of assistance: job leads and job-finding training. "The assumption underlying the second type of

;
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assistance . . . was that the fired employees needed a systematic process to help them absorb the

trauma of displacement and mount a successful job search" (p. 210).
,

.Although, at first. "virtually all the men felt shocked, betrayed. and confused, most were even-

tually able to resolve these,feelings and to reach a new,state of equilibrium: The process for each

was idiosyncratic . . . however, most emerged from the experience with a sense of greater control

over their lives" (ibid., p. 31.4). Perhaps the most important finding is that "the pain and trauma

connected with job loss can be mitigated by institutional supports" (ibid.. p. 215. emphasis added).

In this case, it was the special program for job-finding training and job lead identification.

What can organizations do to help the victims of job loss? One possibility is to hire consul-

tants to design and implement a program like the one described. "The costs involved in hiring a

group ci outplacement consultants are smalls weighed against the cost to the taxpayers of

unemployment compensation andthe-costs to society at large of having large numbers of dis- '

gruntled and unemployed people" (ibid., p. 215). ElseWhere Schlossberg. Troll, and Leibowitz

(1978) point out that program planners should "structure" a group of people experiencing the

same transition, to help the clients understand that persons in a mid-life crisis and adults facing

retirement will both benefit by learning that they are not alone in the feelings they are

experiencing.

Displaced Floniemakers and Related Concerns of Reentry Workers

Showman: Some counselors suggest that the term displaced homemakers should be changed

to something broader, for example, "new-entry" or "late-entry" adult workers. It is not uncommon

for disagreement to exist regarding terms and categories.

I would like to share the highlights of an ERIC Clearinghouse on Counseling and Personnel

Services (1982) fact sheet on displaced homemakers. The fact sheet points out that as of 1982,

displaced homemaker centers numbered over 400. Their services normally include individual and

group counseling, referral, and peer support. Staffed predominantly by women with varied educe.%

tional and experiential backgrounds, programs include the use of peer counselors. A few programs

use voltinteers. Brokering or matching client needs with appropriate resources also is an important

function. The fact sheet highlights several problems encountered by such programs:

The term displaced homemaker often carries a stigma, although it also has proven to be a

good rallying point for legislation.

Outreach is difficult with displaced homemakers because a significant percentage of them

are geographically isolated; minority women are often culturally or psychologically

isolated.

The uncertainty of financial support is a problem.

Staffs need inservice training and accessibility to training sessions.

Skills training is limited, particularly short-term training and training in nontraditional

occupations.

1

Lack of jobs in stagnant economies, lack of Jobs in nontraditional areas, and lack of well-

paying jobs are problems.
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SpeCial problems include the need for free or inexpensive child care; transportation to
jobs, training, and centers; clients' psychological unreadiness for work; and th6 needs of
battered women and male displaced homdmakerd.

Follow-up often is difficult because of transience of clients and inadequate staff and fund-

ing. (p 3). I
The fact sheet outlines a number of rec6mmendationsfor persons establishing such centers:

. .

The definition of d isplaced homemaker should focus on middle-aged women who have

lost their means of support and must reenter the world of work; it also should be flexible
enough to allow younger women or women who have been irregularly employed or
underemployed to participate.

Outreach should become more extensive, particularly in rural areas. '1

Services should respond to the needs that displaced homemakers have for immediate
information and referrals; auxiliary services such as.transportation and child care should

be provided.

Multiple funding should be sought so that dependency on one economic sector is

avoided.

Staff 'training is needed in hulnan relations; developers should cultivate awareness of up-
to-date information on local labor markets and nontraditional work options.

h.

Centers need extensive community links with agencies and businesses that provide advi-

sory training and job placement.

More "learn and earn":opportunities and skills.training need to be created.

Instruments should be employed to measure program success.

Follow-up should be conducted on dropouts to find out why they left and on graduates to

determine the long-term effects of program experiences. (ibid.)

Ann: With regard to displaced homemakers, Parker (1981) finds for the-most part that they
often experience several' sensations in coming to terms with their new life: pain, numbness, fear,
and anger. Once the latter surfaces, their situations often become more hopeful, although thill

emotion often is interchangeable with bitterness or hostility. "Eventually, despite ever-present frus-

trations, the angry displaced homemaker.emerges from her ordeal stronger and ready to take

responsibility for her life" (p. 5).

Beth: Herr and Cramer (1979) analyze the concerns of delayed entry and reentry 'women. They

summarize several important goals regarding women entering or reentering the labs ,force, as

indicated in the following checklist: ey

1. Reinforce positive feelings about self-worth and the ability to make a contribution in the

extra-home work force.

2. Provide information that may be lacking: personal assets and limitations, valves and atti-
tudes, the world of work, resources, and so on.
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3. Assist in exploring changes in life-style that may be occasioned by first-time entry or
reentry into the labor force.

4. Help clients understand the implications of full-time versus part-time work.

5. Prepare women to deal with possible discrimination, both overt and covert.

6. Provide Specialized experiences in such areas as consciousness-raising and assertiveness
training.

7. Explore entry-level jobs with extant training versus possible jobs with additional educa-

tion or training.

8. Provide a referral system for placement assistance; provide placement services it no other
alternative is available; providejob-seeking and job-hunting skills.

9. Provide follow-up and continuing support. (pp. 246-247)

Curt According to Pedro (1983), a mix of strategies such as understanding oneself, life plan-

ning, goal setting and decision making, risk taking and assertiveness training, and moving into

training or jobs are typical services for reentry women.

Dan: if we are talking about counseling reentry women, as. did McGraw (1982), we have to

examine our own personal sex biases, if any, and be knowledgeable about the impact of sex role
stereotyping found in homes and schbolsnot to mention the workplace. As counselors, we need
to teach women to attribute conflicts to the characteristics of the situation rather than to personal

inadequacy.

Ann: Having thought much about counseling minority women, especially black college women

with negative self-concepts, Copeland (1977) maintains that counselors must understand this
group's "frame of reference and be able to establish trust. Although the race and sex of the coun-

selor can assist in this respect, being female and black is not enough" (p.400). Techniques used in

traditiorial counseling that stress the individual's importance can be useful. Also, "if feelings of

inadequacy are derived from within, the client-centered approach may be helpful initially, but if the
client's problem has resulted from an impossible environment, the counselor has a moral respon-

sibility to serve as an advocate or mediator and to actively attempt to alter the environment" (ibid.).
Lastly, approaches that emphasize Strengths Are useful. "Strengths must be identified and rein-
forced. Counselors must be willing to express their values freely" (ibid.).

Prerehred, Retired, and Older Workers

Eiseman: Although some counselors split preretired, retired, and older workers into separate
categories (as, indeed, they are), for our purposes let us group them and comment on each in turn.

Beth: Benjamin and Wa lz (1982) look at various program considerations for preretirees. Pro-

gram effectivness, it appears, greatly depends on the approach used. For example, large-group
presentations, useful for presenting information, seem to be less effective in achieving employee

satisfaction and in raising consciousness than small-group discussions that allow participants to

explore concerns in a supportive manner. Evaluations indicate that the most effective programs
combine information with experiences to enhance positive attitudes and behavior's, use proven
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teaching methods, and are conducted by trained facilitators. However, few generalizations can be
-made regarding typical program length or group size. The variations are enormous. The most
effective models of ,preretirement counseling have not yet been identified. Because of the wide vari-

ety of needs and interests among retirees, perhaps they never will be.

Curt: Schlossberg (1981) reports on a planning seminar for a group of employees nearing
retirement at the Goddard Space Flight Center. The program included presentit 3 cognitive infor-
mation, providing support, and helping to'plan for the transition. "Special emphasis is placed on

giving participants a total view of life after retirement (rather than limiting discussion to finances
and use of leisure time, as is often the case with traditional retirement programs); on helping par-

ticipants get in touch with themselvestheir value systems, interests, skills, and abilitiesthrough
self-assessment activities; and on enabling participants to develop planning skills and to take the

initiative in planning so that they can gain control over the transition" (p. 16).

Dan: Herr and Cramer (1979) also suggest these "goals" related to both preretirement and
retirement: assist in planning; provide information relating to health, finances, housing, and a vari-

ety Of other concerns relating to daily living, clarify affective reactions to retirement (trauma, Joy,

anticipation, disengagement, reengagement); and make appropriate referrals to community agen-

cies designed to deal with particular aspects of the aged.

Ann: Activity counseling, Entine (1929) notes, replaces career counseling as an emphasis for

retired workers, since a combination paid, unpaid, and leisure pursuits are likely to replace full-

timeemployment. Such efforts should include finding viable paid work for those who need the

money or involvement.

Belh:'Retirement counseling, Sinick (1976) believes, has several special areas of emphasis:

role adjustments, budgeting time, and such "mundane" but important matters as budgeting

money.

Curt As Manion (1981) suggests, do not overlook important related counseling areas for the

retired, ouch as preventive aspects of health and-nutrition as well as a vocational counseling.

Dan: Herr and Cramer (1979) present specifiu goals for counseling the retired:

Provide support building positive attitudes towards one's worth and dignity.

Explore possible retraining and other avenues for improving employment opportunities.

Provide all necessary information.

Assess the reasons for employment difficulties.

Assist individuals to gauge their present state of motivation, expectations for future
employment, and self-perceptions as workers. _

Especially with professional and technical occupations, aid the individual to consider the

relative importance of salary, status, amount of responsibility, security, opportunity for

advancement, and so on.

Assist in developing job-seeking behaviors.

PrOvide placement and follow-up if necessary or refer to appropriate agencies. (pp.

247-248)
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Additional Groups

!Moorman: Does anyone wish to share any insights on other populations?

Ann: Ironside and Jacobs (1977) recall a research finding that traditional counseling may not
be so effective with the disadvantaged. Instead, group counseling is recommended. The reason is

that the group setting may serve to dissipate some of the communication obstacles in a one-to-one

relationship.

Beth: Some of the reasons that Deems (1983) reports about why disadvantaged adults do not
participate in many of the available programs include lack of flexible scheduling, attitudes toward
traditional institutions, and limited financial resources.

Curt: Solomon (1979) observes that delivering counseling services to the minority elderly is
problematic. Some of the factors affecting service delivery to this group are "multiple discrimina-
tion, cultural factors, communication and language barriers, differences in socioeconomic status,
problems of physical and financial access to services, differences in eligibility for services, and
insufficient minority counselor representation" (p. 157).

Dan: According to Pedro (1983), refugees from Southeast Asia and other non-English-
speaking countries who need to enter the labor force pose a unique set of problems. Language
barriers make the selection of strategies difficult. Language is a more difficult Warier for older
minorities than for their younger counterparts. Language classes and help with functioning in
society (for example, money management) make the development of counseling content different
from that offered to middle class midcareer changers.

Ann: Deems (1983) offers several guidelines for both administrators and facilitators designing
career development programs for adult basic education students. Some of the ones for administra-

tors are fairly standard: the need for qualified staff, adequate facilities, appropriate materials, and

the like. A most important one, however, is the need for "consistent objectives," that is, goals
based on explicit needs. The guideline for facilitators also includes some fairly obvious points: the

need for belief in the participants and for knowledge about the awareness of occupational

changes.

Showman: Miller (1983) reports that several models for careerdevelopment programs for use

in adult basic education include the integration of career development goals into existing curricu-

lum areas, the development of specific career development courses, and the use of ongoing indi-

vidual and small-group career development activities. \,

Now then, noes anyone wish to reflect on midlife career changers and voluntary or involuntary

career changers in general?

Beth: Mid-life career change is an interest of Osipow (1983). Recently, he analyzed some old

career assumptions, onefor examplethat careers are "one-time decisions." He writes. "Despite

my new found awareness of the invalidity of old assumptions, I still tended to operate as most

people doon the assumption that the changes represented aberrations, rather than a normal,

predictable progression" (p. 2). In reviewing services for midcareer changers, Osipow finds that

agencies usually provide these services: information giving, assessment, referral, counseling.

advocacy, and outreach.
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Curt Isaacson (1981) reports some interesting research findings on voluntary midlife career
changers that suggest this groupas much as their younger counterpartsmay be reacting to
such factors as interests, emotional problems, and fears'of failure that are of long duration. Hence,
the "counselor, who assumes that the voluntary midlife changer is primarily in need of career
information so that he can trade-in his present reality for a shiny new model, may be doing very lit-

tle to enhance the client's future self-concept through greater work satisfaction in the new posi-

tion" (p.1329).

Dan: Herr and Cramer (1979) also look at voluntary midcareer changers and present several

goals to be considered:

Assist individuals in exploring and evaluating the reasons .areer shift.

Assist individuals in acquiring all necessary information related to a shift.

Help individuals to envision the possible effects of a shift.

Aid individuals in developing appropriate job-seeking and education-seeking behaviors.

Assist individuals in clarifying abilities, interests, and characteristics.

Assist individuals in job placement. (p. 246)

Ann: Heddesheimer (1980) regards career chahge as an opportunity for growth, especially for
involuritary changers. "If the shift represents a potentially productive next step rather than a sign
of failure, those making involuntary changes are less likely to be discouraged by the transition" (p.

9).

A Brief Glance into the Future

S human: We have shared many ideas on this day in 1984, a year forecast by George Orwell
in 1948.'It is appropriate, therefore, to do as Orwell did, namely, project ourselves into the future,

although not as dramatically as he did.

B eth: In terms of the future, Arbeiter (1981) sees the greater use of view screen terminals,
videotapes, and videodiscs. In fact, he sets out a lengthy scenario for a future career counseling
service that draws heavily on technology. In effect, the counselor would assume the role of guide

rather than middle person.

Curt According to Herr (1984), the counselor of the future will most likely be "systematically
eclectic" and will use "multifaceted approaches" to acknowledge the "multifaceted problems"
adults face. Gaming, work sampling assessment centers, problem-solving kits, and self-directed
assessments are some of the approaches that Herr says will be used. Also, in broad terms, ideal
adult programs will be active, If not proactive, in responding to a wide range of needs. They will

reflect the fact that adults have multidimensional needs for information, support, and skill devel-
opment. Technology will be a central aspect of such programs, with computers playing a major

role in facilitating int ormation retrieval, simulations, and skill development.

Dan: Schlossberg (1984b) says this about thefuture: "The counselor of tomorrow should, as

the anthropologist does, understand inherent contradic, ions, mysteries, and ambiguities in the
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human condition; can, as the sociologist, understand the interconnectedness of the bureaucratic
system; must, as the community psychologist, understand how to change the system; and finally,
as the humanist, care about.people and make them' feel that they matter. They really do, and WQ in
the,helping professions need to demonstrate our conviction that they do. Over and over" (p. 4).

Elsewhere Schlossberg (1984a) notes that Harris-Bowlsbey of the American College Testing
Program predicts that the move from information systems to moretomprehensive guidance sys-
tems is the direction for the future. By promoting awareness of alternatives and knowledge of
decision making, "easily accessible banks of information," and individualized delivery, computer
-programs offer the potential of delivering quality, individualized guidance and counseling at rela-
tively low costs. "Harris-Bowlsbey also sees a continuing move from single-user large computers
to multi-user microcomputer systems, many of which will be in the home and which will make
heavy use of audio and visual materials to enhance their programs" (p. 183).

Showman: The future adult counselor, Giroux (1983) maintains, will require toes and skills
that are sound theoretically. The greatest challenge perhaps will be to develop strategies "to
ensure that theoretical frameworks are developed and translated into effective practices" (p. 118,
emphasis added).

C
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDED ACTIVITIES.

Some Concluding Observations

The applicitions made and actions taken as a result of the ideas in the dialogue obviously will
vary greatly according to the settings in which counselors are involved. It is important for readers,
therefore, to determine what is applicable in.the context of their own unique workplaces.

Beiqre turning to the summary, let us share four initial observations:

1. Extensive variation exists in terminology. Because of this, inconsistency in the use of
terms is evident and clawing comparisons is often difficult. For example, some writers use
the term midlife career:bhangers: Insights about this group, however, often can be applied
to dislocated workers.or displaced homemakers. But only the working Counselor can truly
tell if the insights are relevant to each unique counielee.

2. The literature Is fOl of many generalities as well as some specific comments that relate to
Individual counselor roles. Much of tho literature focOses on what has been done.
Although you can find long laundry Hs% of things to do, you need to cut deeply to find
"why" or "why not." That is the main reason that this paper was.fashioned along the lines
of a planning monographin the hopes of inspiring readers to search beyond these
printed pages. Ultimately, the most useful information and insights can be secured more
effectively by communicating directly with those who have faced similar program con-
cerns and can share the subtleties through correspondence or personal dialogue. Never-
theless, an attempt has been made to draw out as much as possible in the space allowed.

3. This dialogue has been very broad based. A large amount has been written on every topic
in this paper. However, the author hopes that the dialogue approach has covered at least
some of your areas of concern.

4. An application paper should lead readers to develop a specific plan of action. The sec-
tions following, therefore, include a number of specific questions as well as recom-
mended activities for planning.

Questions for Action Planning: A Summary
of the Review of the Literature

Instead of reiterating the key points in standard fashion, this summary is presented in the form
of selected questions that might assist you in the planning process. However, not every question
will apply to every reader; some undoubtedly are more relevant to your concerns than to others'
concerns. You will need to be selective in considering which of the following items are appropriate
to your situation.
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Theoretical Concerns

Under what theoretical framework(s) do you operate?

What are the strengths and weaknesses of these theories in relation to your program
needs?

What specific procedures do the theories you prefer suggest?

Which appear to be most relevant to your client groups?

What can you do to keep current with these theoretical perspectives?

Needs, Problems,-Characteristics

What are the most significant needs of the adults with whom you deal?

Have you developed en in-depth profile of the characteristics of your client groups?

What specific problems affect their career development?

On what specific problem areas do you focus your counseling efforts?

How do you deal with the problem of sex role stereotyping within yourself and others?

How do you deal with the'problem of age bias within yourself and others?

How do you guarantee that your staff are not influenced by sex and age stereotypes? .

How do you work as an advocate in the community to increase access to and equity in
programs and jobs?

How do you prepare your older clients to recognize and cope with age and sex discrim-
ination in the workplace.

Service Providers and Some Specific Issues

Is it more effective for you to create new programs specializing in midcareer concerns,
or should you augment existing ones with 's' midcareer program component?

Do your services support only short-term goals or do they also support lifelong career

development goals?

What staffing pattern do you use in your program?

How do peer counselors and volunteers support the efforts of professionally trained
counselors?

Broad Generalizations

Do you follow an eclectic approach?
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How are your objectives determined?

-What information (printed and verbal) do you provide clients?

Are you oriented primarily to overcoming crises?

Is yoUr focus mainly on prevention or remediation?

What does being "proactive" mean in your particular situation?

How do you utilize knowledge of the decision-making process and adult development

in your planning?

How do you revise your repertoire of interventions as your knowledge base expands?

Which counselor roles are stressed?

Which support systems are developed and who is primarily responsible for them?

What can you do to build clients' self-esteem and control over their lives?

How can you make clients comfortable so that they find it acceptable to seek

assistance?

Some Specific Concerns

Which counseling formats (individual counseling, group counseling through classes,

workshops, and the like) do you utilize most often?

What provisions are made for feedback so that clients are aware of their progress?

Which coping skills are stressed and how does training in this area proceed?

How do you establish linkages with other agencies?

Should your services be made more accessible to clients?

Are your services affordable to 'your clients?

In what ways do you assess resources, conduct needs assessment, and determine

organizational readiness?

How do you evaluate your services to determine needed modifications?

What checks do you make to keep from imposing your value system on your clients?

How can you avoid programmed, canned approaches?

How do you overcome any reluctance adults may have to using your services?

What profeisional development experiences are availible to your counselors?
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How do you train volunteers?

Educational Brokering

What brokering roles (information-giving, assessment, referral, counseling, advocacy,

outreach) do you use?

What type of outreach is applicable to your program?

What other institutions are involved in your brokering activities?

What other arrangements, if any, are developed?

Employer Programs

Are career development programs.tied into existing activities?

How are you able to obtain management commitment and involvement?

How do you communicate program information to employees?

How do you determine 'costs and benefits?

Computers

What computer-assisted services do you offer?

With which client groups are they most appropriate?

Have you determined cost-effectiveness?

0. Telephones and TV

Which services are available?

With which client groups are theyor can they bemost appropriate?

Do you use telephone counseling in conjunction with other techniques?

Testing

Which tests, if any, do you use?

Do you explain to your clients the limitations of tests and test scores?

What other ways can you obtain information for use in career counseling?

Do you tailor your tests and test administration procedures to meet the specific needs

of the adults that you serve ?.

Do you identify tests that have been normed specifically on adults and older persons?
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Are yoJ aware that people who have not taken tests in a long time, as is the base with

many adults, may have some apprehension about testing, may be unfamiliar with
answer sheets and formats, may not clearly understand the purposes of the various
tests, may need a warm-up or dress rehearsal, may need more time to take the tests,

may need more breaks from sitting for extended periods, may need to have the tests

printed in larger print, may have trouble seeing if the room light glares? ct

Learning Styles

How are the concepts of learning styles relevant to yourservices?

Do you utilize style inventories and style-related diagnostic questions?

Do you attempt to build your programs on actual ways in which adults learn?

Additional Programs and Issues

How do you meet the career information needs of clients?

What information is most vital in your particular situation for your particular clients?

How do you make National career information relevant locally?

Is-regard to staffing, who does what in your program deliveryand why?

.What are the staff's counseling experiences?

What are their relevant noncounseling experiences?

Financial and Related Concerns

Do you operate on a multiple-funding basis?

Are there other appropriate resources to explore?

Are private sector resources available?
0

What cost variables (start-up costs, overhead, facilities, staff, materials, and so on) are

considered?

How are fees, if any, determined?

What factors are considered when determining fees?

Are cooperative arrangements, consortium approaches, and resource sharing with

other organizations feasible?

What linkages do you make with other groups?

What are your networking strategies?
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Are you aware of similar service providers in your area with whom you might share

resources?

Which program evaluation approaches, if any, are used?

Dislocated Workers

Do you plan any early interventions?

What types of social or supportive assistance (assessment, referral, personal and
financial counseling, and family support) are offered?

Are any of the following services considered: job searching, job development, occupa-
tional retraining, remedial education, and outplacement counseling?.

Are worker assistance centers and/or worker adjustment committees established?

Are labor unions meaningfully involved?

What types of counselors work with this populationand are they professionally
trained for the assignment?

Regarding unemployed workers, are the following services considered: coping skills

- training and other adaptive strategies, activities to maintain physical and psychological
well-being, family counseling, occupational training programs, and support systems

(job leads and job-finding training)?

Are outplacement consultants used to aid in designing programs?

Displaced Homemakers and %pantry Workers

Is up-to-date information provided on local labor markets and nontraditional work

options?

Are the following services considered: individual and group counseling, referral, peer
support, peer counselors volunteers, brokering, job placement, and follow-up?

How do you address the following problems: outreach, accessibility of training, the

lack of well-paying jobs, auxiliary services (for example, transportation and child care),
staffing and funding, and transiency of clients?

With regard to delayed entry and reentry workers, how do you attempt to reinforce
clients' positive feelings of self- worth ?.

Do you deal specifically with possible discrimination, both covert and overt, at work

sites?

How do you provide consciousness-raising activities and assertiveness training?

Particularly with regard to minority persons, how do you establish trust and enter into

the clients' frame of reference?
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Preretired, Retired, and Older Workers

What preretirement services do you provide to workers?

What cognitive information and help in planning for the transition do you consider?

With regard to retired workers, do you provide services to assist in budgeting time and

money, aspects of health and nutrition, and avocational interests?

With regard to older workers,' what retraining activities, job-seekihg behaviors, place-
ment, and follow-up services do you provide?

Additional Groups

How do you assist disadvantaged adults in overcoming scheduling problems, attitude

problems toward traditional institutions, and limited financial resources?

How do you assist minority elderly persons in overcoming problems of discrimination,
communication and language barriers, and problems of physical and financial access

to services?

How do you assist refugees and other limited-English speakers in overcoming lan-

guage barriers?

What services do you provide for adult basic education students?

What appropriate job and education seeking services do you provide to midlife career

changers in general?

A Brief Glance Into the Future

What are your future plans and projections?

How have you determined your priorities?

Do you see any of the following in your future: increased use of technology, increased

use of computers, and the use of comprehensive guidance systems?

---ztro you see any of the following: gaming, work sampling, assessment centers, problem-

solving kits, and self-directed assessments?

Do you prOject any changes fro the role of counselors?

Some Concluding Comments

Walz and Benjamin (1981) assert that a "real hunger" exists for knowledge on how to provide

adult counseling services. In keeping with that theme, here are some concluding thoughts.
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Adult Clients

Adults are as heterogeneous as observers say they are. Furthermore, within-group differences
are as great as between-group differences. The longer we live, and the more we experience, the
more we become unique individuals. For this reason, it is especially important for,the counselor to
respond to the individual needs of each adult client as well as the need of the group. This applies
regardless of the settings in which counselors -work. MOrever, counselors need to understand
clients' complex sets of needs, problems, mid characteristics. They must discern various learning
styles and be aware of adult development, individual frames of reference, and age bias (in others
and themselves). They must be able to establish trust. Counselors and their clients must realize
that notwithstanding one's current status of employment, career changers aro becoming the norm
rather than the exception. Lastly, counselors must be able to convey a positive attitude regarding
each individual's worth and dignity.

Programs and Services

Amide variety, of strategies and interventions have been developed. Some suggested program
strategies are as follows: determine resources, set goals, provide information, assess client needs,
refer, counsel, advocate, reach out, design, implement, evaluate, and follow up. These strategies
are common to and cut across client groups as well as service provjders. For example, the follow-
ing suggestions for business and industry surely apply to other settings: define your target popula-
tions in terms of their social and psychological characteristics, develop your.goals and behavioral
objectives, select your strategies, and evaluate the process and product.

In addition, consider these program-related thoughts:

Carefully consider your goals and needs before you make any drastic program changes.
Program activities should be based on clients' needs.

Provide In-depth program Information so that clients know and understand their options.
If you say a certain service is available, explain it so that, clients know whether they want

to buy it.

Consider various supportive services and establish them as needed, for example: informa-
tion on local labor markets and work options, job-finding training and techniques, peer
support, transportation and child care, techniques for dealing with discrimination, family
3nvolvdment, and the like.

Apply caution when it comes to formal testing programs and interpreting test scores.
Look for comprehensive ways of gathering and presenting information for career
planning.

o

Make certain that your services and facilities are accessible. Alio, consider the needs of
disabled and handicapped persons.

Establish an atmosphere in which it Is acceptable for adults to seek the services they
need. Remember that the atmosphere inand attitudes ofan agency may be almost as

important as what it offers.

Do not neglect to evaluate all aspects of your programs. You have to ascertain the quality
of your services and determine how effective the product is.
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,In'addition, carefully assess the strengths and weaknesses of your offerings; build upon the
former and try to improve the latter. Also, remember that roles of counselors are diverse. Carefully
consider what functions your staff should perform. Third, you might consider establishing a career
resource bank or center. Such a collection of materials will be very vsivable as you plan a bal-
anced program that is vital in sustaining clients.during critical transitional periods.

Additional issues

Here are several concluding throughts on various related issues:

in spite of the diversity of strategies, consensus appears to exist on some issues. For
example, general agreement exists that no 'Ingle theory! conceptual base, or master plan
has been derived that will drive all programs to a common destination. Various theories
each suggesting different practices -- contribute -to understanding adult development.
Since few generalizations are possible, it might be that you will went to develop what one
writer calls the "substantiveeclectic" approach. However, if one most important conclu-
sion stands out, it is this: the most practical application Is a clear understanding of the
theories.

Consensus also appears to exist on the part of program planners that the purpose of adult
Career counseling is to enhance adult career development. The National Vocational Guid-
ance Association defines career development as "The total constellation of psychological,
sociological, educational, physical, economic, and chance factors that combine.to shape
the career of any given individual over.,the life span" (Sears 1982, p. 139).

Financial: Concerts are of critical importance. While it takes financial resources to run a
quality program, human resources and commitment also are crucial. So remember that
some adages may not be true; for example, "It is good beef that costs nothing." Whoever
saidlhat probably was a vegetarian. He or she likely was not a counselor.

Although sharing resources apparently is not in common use in programs, consider the
'potentials of ,linkage and networking. Study the advantages and disadvantages of sharing
financial as well as human resources. You might decide against it, but consider it
nevertheless. A

Less agreement is evident concerning staffing; fOr example, consensus does not exist
regarding the extent to which paraprofessionals should be used. Nevertheless, most
writers who deal with the subject of staffing*afgree that staff personnel must be well
trained for and volunteers well oriented to the jobs they are expected to perform.
Although (he latter may riot need an advanced degree, certification of some type must be
evident inn order to show that they have a good grasp of theoretical and practical matters.
Utilize the strengths of your staff and make certain that you have sufficient support to
cover all of your needs.

The future, although Oflously a bit hazy, may very well be viewed through the screen of
a computer rather than the traditional crystal ball. Many experts in the field readily see the
increased use of computer technology, an increased number of roles for counselors, and
multifaceted approaches to guidance and counseling.
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Recommended Activities for Planning

These recommendations are intended to help you apply information about adult counseling
and -career development to improve your program:

Probe the literatureDetermine which of the references you need to explore further.
Although items in the Related Resources were reviewed but not cited, they might contain

the information you are seeking.

Enter the dialogueCommunicate with both theoreticians and practitioners who have
dealt with your planning concerns. As suggested at the outset, formulate questions to -

address to the various writers. Seek more details, more .of the "whys" and "wherefores."

Many of the writers in the Related Resources are college faculty. The best source for cur-

rent addresses is The National Faculty Directory 1983, which is in three volumes and has

addresses of over*576,000 faculty (13th edition, Detroit: Gale Research Company). Also
contact the guidance division of the American Vocational Association (2020 North 14th
Street, Arlington, Virginia, 22201). Another important source of addresses is the American

Association for Counseling and Development and its affiliated groups-(particularly the
National Vocational Guidance Association) at 5999 Stevenson Avenue, Alexandria,

Virginia, 22304.

Weigh the advantages and disadvantages of planning through networking, linkages, and
shared resourcesThe concept of networking is most clearly defined in terms of its fea-

tures. For example, a network involves many individuals and groups, participation is
voluntary, members share a sense o` commitment to program improvement, some indi-
vidual usually functions as a facilitator, and networks develop over time. Networking is

another term for organizational cooperation; -however, since institutions' missions differ,
cooperation must be based on sound priRciples. Some of these important principles are

as follows: groups that depend on each other for resourcesincluding human

resourcesare most likely to cooperate; goals must be recognized as mutually supportive

by each cooperating group; shared goals tend to foster cooperation; successful articular

tion of group problems is likely to occur when plans are exchanged as they are developed

incrementally; potential for cooperation increases as the frequency and quality of com-
munication increase; and as cooperation increases, transactions should become formal-
ized and routine. Some of the main functions of networks are as follows: diagnosing prob-

lems, mobilizing resources, sharing projects and materials, evaluating, and generating
commitment. Usually a network is not created; it evolves from existing relationships. As it
does, it follows a pattern that includes members consciously reinforcing their informal
network, giving their network a name, recognizing a facilitator, and identifying roles,. rela-

tionships, and procedures.*

Utilize a planningemodelConsider the planning approach that Farmer (1976) calls
"guided inquiry problem solving." It includes the following phases that might be applica-

ble to your planning process:

Clarify goals (long-term, intermediate, short-term)

Identify obstacles and needed resources

'The source of this information is "A Dissemination Pointer" (Columbus: The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education. The Ohio State University. n.d.)
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Plan alternative ways to overcome obstacles and obtain resources

Rank the alternatives by predicting the conseqbences, cost benefits, and pluses and

minuses of each method

Try out the best method and analyze your feedback in :elation to the realistic stan-

dards you have set

Evaluate your progress toward goal achievementand revise as needed

Piot out your ideal program It also is recommended that you plot your ideal program in
the manner suggested by Leibowitz and Schlossberg (1979, pp. 77-78). The following is
adsOod from their agitrnplei for designing a career development program:

Program emphases

Target populations

Assessment of needs

Theoretical model(s) on which your program is based

Program design:

-objectives

-staffing patterns

-strategies

-evaluation of the process and product

Complete the planning matrix (a summary and planning tool)Although information is
presented and alternatives are suggested in this paper, application is a local process. To
assist in this process, a planning matrix has been developed. By completing the matrix,
the reader should have a'greater understanding of how the information can be integrated
into one's unique planning process.
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and TV-approaches
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5. Develop outplacement
counseling . ,

8. Establish a career
resource bank/center
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development program
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tional retraining
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NOTE: The 16 client group(s) and the 55 strategies and interventions are listed in alphabetical order. Some overlap may be

evident. This underscores the fact that little consensus can be found with regard to the terminology used to describe both

the populations and the approaches.

Place an "X" in the box that represents your strategies or interventions and an ''0" in those which you hope to "zero in on"

during the next 6 months. Consider only those client group(s) that are most relevant to your agency.
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51. Use self-help, self-
instructional materials

52. Use volunteers
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53. Utilize a comprehensive,
formal guidance system
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54. Utilize learning style
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Questions
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means to gather client
information -
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